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Executive summary 
 
In the recent years, non-alcoholic beers have entered the market as the major breweries seeks 

new ways to increase growth rates which for years have been measured in single digit 

percentage. It has proven to be a market with potential as the market for non-alcoholic beers 

the recent years have shown growth rates above 30%. Only 1% of the current beer market is 

made up by non-alcoholic beers but a market with growth rates of 30-40% is of interest for 

major companies with the financial strength and equipment to penetrate and expand the 

market by introducing more variants and intensify advertisement to manifest market position.  

 

This thesis seeks to explore how a major player as Carlsberg can adapt its future advertising 

effort targeting the 18-30 year old Danes as these are the future consumers with the longest 

consumer lifespan. Furthermore, an increase in the consumption of non-alcoholic beers might 

improve the overall health of the population as it might decrease the use of soda and thereby 

the risk of diabetes or by decreasing the use of alcoholic beers, which can reduce the risk of 

alcohol-related diseases.   

 

In order to understand what to be aware of in regards of non-alcoholic beers, the consumption 

behavior amongst 18-30 year old Danes have to be uncovered. This has been done using a 

survey seeking to uncover trends in the general consumption behavior and perception of 

regular as well as non-alcoholic beers. Furthermore, interviews have been conducted based 

upon the laddering technique to uncover the fundamental values which the consumption of 

beers – alcoholic as well as non-alcoholic - might appeal to.  

 

As result of the thesis, the awareness of non-alcoholic beer brands needs further improvement 

and the low personal experience with non-alcoholic beers amongst 18-30 year old Danes 

indicates as lacking degree of familiarity with the non-alcoholic alternatives. Despite this, 

interview results and the creation of a hierarchical value map indicates points of possibility in 

which non-alcoholic beers might come in handy and might work as substitute for or/and 

supplement to a regular beer as the situation and the appropriateness for non-alcoholic beers 

is affected by a group of three main factors; the arena, the social group and the occasion.  

 

Further research is needed before it can be said whether the results of the thesis might count 

for age groups above 30 years; whether or not religion might be a determining factor or 

whether or not the consumption of a non-alcoholic beer during a social event might affect the 

social value in the group and perceived by the individual significantly.  
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Chp. 1) Introduction  

1.1 Background 

In recent years the focus on personal health and the focus on a good lifestyle has gained 

foothold amongst the Danes, spending an increasingly amount of hours and money making 

their life healthier (Idan, 2016). While spending hours in a gym to achieve the well-trained body 

symbolizing control of life and personal care to the monthly price of near 300 kroners for a 

membership of being part of Fitness DK and more for a personal trainer (Ganderup, 2017), 

the Danes also loves the good side of life in terms of food and drinking.  

 

Especially alcohol is seen as a way for pleasure and the young Danes particularly enjoys the 

dazzling effect of alcohol as indicated by the report “Unges alkoholvaner i Danmark 2017” 

made by Kræftens Bekæmpelsee and TrygFonden though the overall trend shows a small 

decline in the overall consumption of alcohol (Cancer, 2018). Being 27 myself, I am a part of 

the age group covered by this research seeking to understand the drinking pattern of 18 to 30 

year old Danes, and the high amount of alcohol used over the years for different occasions is 

well recognized but why are Danes in the age of 18-30 having such a high consumption of 

alcohol, making them the number one consumers of alcohol in Europe? What restrains them 

from choosing alcohol-free alternatives?  

 

I remember being 18 and having a problem with alcohol. I did not like the effect it had though 

I liked the taste of a good beer, so sometimes I ordered a non-alcoholic beer. I remember how 

it was to order a beer with no alcohol and feel the eyes of ones comrades, just waiting for the 

question you knew would come; “why are you not drinking?” as if it was an interrogation  or 

comments if some non-alcoholic goods were chosen for the night and comments followed. I 

could laugh of it, because I knew it was said with a glimpse of humor, but it stands crystal clear 

to this very day; Why do one have to defend the choice of a non-alcoholic good? At that point 

of time, non-alcoholic beers were not seen as a market for growth, but this appers to have 

changed, and Carlsberg have prepared to expand on the market of non-alcohol beers with 

new products in the test phase and the hiring of experts selling non-alcoholic beverage like 

Shawn Gallegly (Beck, 2019a).  
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1.2 Problem definition / identification  

Being the number one in alcohol consumption, the drinking behavior and mentality amongst 

young Danes in the age of 18-30 have to change before a breakthrough is made with non-

alcoholic beers in this current age group (Kragballe, 2018). In 2014, former Minister of Food, 

Dan Jørgesen, and Minister of Health, Nick Hækkerup, allowed the alcohol limit in non-

alcoholic products to 0,5% from 0,1% with the hope of creating growth in the market of non-

alcoholic beers as the small change in the amount of alcohol allows the brewers to contain the 

well known taste of beer better than the former limit of 0,1% (Seymour, 2017). These 

expectations have turned out right, as the numbers are indicating an increase in the 

consumption of non-alcoholic beers overall but the market of non-alcohol beers is  still below 

2% of the total market, leaving out plenty space for improvements (Lyngholm-Bjerge, 2018).  

 

Triple bottom line: 

Creating a breakthrough of non-alcoholic beers amongst young Danes would not only benefit 

the companies like Carlsberg selling these, bu might create a triple bottom line in terms of 

three different aspects;  

 

The individual 

A change amongst young adults of drinking without alcohol might improve the social 

life of young Danes and help the individual achieving a healthier lifestyle, physical as 

well as psychological. This would appeal and fit to the Danes focus of living more 

healthy and social life as a more positive perception of non-alcoholic beers might would 

reduce the feeling of group pressure.  

 

The company 

With its high impact on health, beers are amongst the products with the highest tariffs, 

resulting in a smaller profit margin per unit then compared to non-alcoholic variants 

sold in the same country (Ritzau Finans, 2019). With Russia and eastern Europe as 

its key markets, Carlsberg seeks to crack the nut of making non-alcoholic beers 

popular as one unit of a non-alcoholic beer are expected to make the same profit as 

six normal beers with alcohol. Denmark, being a small nation in terms of the 

geographical and population size, seems as a perfect test nation for how to change 

the perception of non-alcoholic beers and how to frame it before testing on bigger 

markets (Beck, 2019b).  
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The society 

In aspect of the health issues as result of early drinking and steady consumption during 

life, alcohol unfortunately has a negative effect on the population enjoying beers or 

other beverage containing alcohol, increasing risk of cancer, organ failures, cardiac 

arrest or similar consequences leading to lower life quality and/or needs of treatment 

being a burden to the health sector in terms of hospitals as part of the welfare state 

(Larsen, 2018 & Trygfonden 2017). Decreasing the burden on the public sector by 

improving the health of the population would result in a richer society in the long term.  

 

A new reputation:  

Founded in 1847 by J.C. Jacobsen, Carlsberg has for 162 years been an icon of the brewing 

business delivering beers to the Danes and the rest of the world. Today the company is 

amongst top 5 of the biggest brewers in the world and spends billions of DKK in commercials 

to keep awareness high (Technavio, 2018 & Carlsberg Group, 2019). But with an increasing 

interest of non-alcoholic beers, Carlsberg must adapt its commercials to enhance the 

perception of Carlsberg as a provider of both beers with and without alcohol, a brewer for 

everyone.  

 

1.3 Definitions and limitations  

 
Young adults 

In order to achieve a deep insight of the elements affecting a segment of consumers, the 

segment has to be limited in the mater of socio-demographic terms of age, place of living, 

gender, religion or similar factors able to identify an individual as being part of a group. As the 

project seeks to understand the potential socio-cultural barriers amongst young Danes, the 

age is used as the prime determining factor as both men and women are drinking beers and 

the population of Danes is not seen as having a strong religious opinion though this is 

considered to have an impact if the individual has a strong believe in a given religion forbidden 

alcohol. 

 

Typically, age groups are divided up in groups of 5 years (1-4, 5-9, 10-14 etc.) but in this 

project the age group is extended to cover 18-30 years in terms of the first years of adulthood 

after the years of being a teenager (13-18) including a higher degree of personal freedom from 

parents, a change of perspective in regards of actions as young adults face the consequences 

of their own actions and finally the financial self dependence and burden of the choices made 

by yourself. The increasing degree of self dependence and level of self awareness of the 
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consequences of your own choice are what differs young adults (12-18) from adults (18+) 

(SFI, 2018).    

 
 
Non-alcoholic beers or a new product? 
 
The term “Non-alcoholic beer” is used in fling and the official definition in Denmark of non-

alcoholic beer is defined as beverage with an alcohol content of maximum 0,5% (Brems, 

2014). This is discussed as being misleading as it still leaves room for 0,5% alcohol per unit 

and the chairman of Danish Beer Enthusiasts, Anne Lise Knørr, argues that the allowance of 

0,5% of alcohol is misleading and should have its own category, while the brewers argues that 

the alcohol is part of the taste and therefore is of importance to keep the well know taste of 

beer which the consumers loves. Both Carlsberg and Royal Unibrew argues that removing 

alcohol completely would result in a new taste and therefore a new product, significantly 

different from the well known alcohol-based beers sold by both companies but by keep 0,1-

0,5% alcohol in the beer, the well familiar taste is preserved (Seymour, 2018 & Rømert, 2018).  

 

Cultural limitations  

Each nation differs in terms of cultural dimensions and value, as this is defined as the collective 

mental programming of the human mind which distinguishes one group of people from 

another. These cultural values therefore limit social research to the specific nation or nations 

with similar cultural values (Kotler et al. 2012).  

 

Examples of such cultural dimensions could be those of Hofstede's six cultural dimensions 

such as individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, degree of uncertainty avoidance, 

power distance, long term orientation/short term normative orientation and finally 

indulgence/restraint (Hofstede, 1989). The research of this thesis is limited to the Danish 

young adults in the age of 18-30 as mentioned above and the results is only transferable to 

nations with similar cultures as the Danish. 

 

For the same reason, the data collection is happening in Danish as it make no sense to include 

foreigners due to their cultural background, diverting from the Danish.    
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1.4 Research question  

Having the  three bottom lines in mind combined with the young Danes 1st place of being the 

most alcohol consuming group of consumers in Europe, the benefits and the challenge in 

terms of selling non-alcoholic beers seems clear, which leads to the final problem recognition 

phrased as...  

 

How can Carlsberg adapt its future campaigns to make its non-alcoholic beers popular 

amongst the Danes in the age of 18-30?  

 

The study aims to answer the research question based on three sub-questions;  

 

Question 1. Behavior: How is the drinking pattern amongst 18-30 year old Danes in 

regards of beer consumption due to different social scenarios?  

Question 2. Impression: How is the awareness and perception of non-alcoholic beers 

amongst young Danes?  

Question 3. Arena affect: How do young Danes perception of regular and non-

alcoholic beers differ during different types of scenarios?   

 

Sub question 1 seeks to provide the necessary insight of the awareness of non-alcoholic beers 

and the overall perception of consumption of non-alcoholic beers useful for answering the 

research question.  

 

Sub question 2 seeks to uncover the personal perception of consuming non-alcoholic beers, 

the impression of how other might view one if you decided to buy a non-alcoholic beer instead 

of a regular beer and what values young Danes attach to non-alcoholic beers and why. The 

question is relevant to gain deep insight of what thoughts young Danes make through the 

purchase decision journey.  

 

Sub question 3 seeks to uncover how the perception and evaluation of non-alcoholic beers 

might differ during different scenarios such as a trip in cinema, a dinner, at a pub or at home 

with friends, families, colleagues or a partner and his/hers family alongside stimuli such as 

statements.  
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1.5 Choice of methods 

To understand how Carlsberg can make non-alcoholic beers popular amongst young adults 

in Denmark, it is important to understand the decision process and the thoughts affecting this 

process. 

 

Survey  

First of all, the general awareness of non-alcoholic beers as alternatives to regular beers has 

to be covered alongside the sets of values attach to non-alcoholic beers and regular beers. 

The weakness of a survey is its lacking ability to gain insight knowledge and a deep 

understanding, but this has been overcomed as the survey works as the quantitative 

foundation to build a qualitative research upon as the quantitative survey creates the ground 

knowledge of the segments perception of non-alcoholic beers (Malhotra et al. 2012). The 

strength of the survey is its ability to generate descriptive data to see overall tendencies and 

patterns amongst the sample and enable comparison between the population and the sample 

in regards of demographic factors such as age, gender-ratio and psychical activity based on 

data from secondary sources like Danmarks Statistik. 
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Laddering interview  

As the true and meaningful process of thoughts in terms of the decision process can not be 

asked directly through a survey, these thoughts and perceptions have to uncovered step by 

step through interviews based on the laddering process based on a “dig deep proces”. 

Developed by Thomas R. Reynolds & Jonathan Gutman (2001), the method is used for 

marketing in order to see what values inspire the consumption of a particular product or what 

keeps a customer from buying an alternative. The laddering technique includes questions 

covering one small bit of information at a time until the nerve is uncovered and the financial 

reason for the decision is uncovered. Thus, the strength of the laddering technique is at the 

same time its weakness as the same questions can be tiring for the interviewees and the 

questions might be too difficult to answer if they aren't asked correct or if the questions strikes 

a point which the interviewee might not have considered or are willing to answer (Breakwell, 

2004). The interviewer must furthermore be alert to the issues of how the questions are formed 

but also what subject the questions are about as this will affect the participants willingness to 

talk about it, so the interviewer has to listen carefully and observe how the participant reacts 

upon questions to avoid subtraction from the participant (Malhotra et al. 2012).  

 

The laddering technique will focus on three different parts of a chain or ladder consisting of 

attributes, consequences and final values (ibid.). The attributes are what apparently makes 

people like or want to buy a product like a specific taste, design or function, while the 

consequence focus on what the effect of the attribute means for the respondent; what does 

this attribute means for you? Finally, the value is how the attributes of the products manage 

to touch a fundamental value like enjoying status amongst friends, the joy of being able to 

keep a slim body by eating or drinking units with a lower amount of calories or similar.  

 

Attributes ⇒ Consequences ⇒ Values  

 

By uncovering these parts with the means-end approach, a hierarchical value map can be 

created (Holtzclaw et al. 2013). This will be elaborated further on in the section Chp.2 

Methodology - Interviews.  
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1.6 Choice of theories 

In this section, the theories used as part of the project to understand and explain the consumer 

behavior in regards of consuming beers and the choice between regular and non-alcoholic 

beers will be presented shortly and further explain in the section of “Theories”.  

1.6.1 Fundamental needs  

Humans are argued to focus on the coverage of basic needs in order to survive, live and 

develop, but how these fundamental needs are defined differs due to different definitions from 

the hierarchy of needs know from Abraham Maslow's  five levels of needs differs in complexity 

and fulfillment (Maslow, 1943), to the nine different needs across four dimensions defined by 

Manfrad Max-Neef, viewing these as non-hierarchical needs which humans seeks to achieve 

and fulfilled throughout life as guidelines (Max-Neef, 1991).  

 

A beer can be viewed to cover basic needs as thirst and even hunger for a while but might 

furthermore help as a tool to bond with others fulfilling the need of belonging or being social 

accepted. It can furthermore be an element of self-expressions; by drinking a special beer 

diverting from the masses you might signal financial wealth or a specific life view saying, "I am 

prepared to pay more for what I find to be the best of the alternatives".  

 

1.6.2 Fundamental motives 

A branch of anthropological psychology says that every human is driven by fundamental 

motives affecting our every choice as the result of evolution, just as the mentioned 

fundamental needs as mentioned above, but the two different sets of theories focus on 

separate points of fundamental factors.  

 

Maslow's five levels of needs were in 2010 reworked into the fundamental motives by Douglas 

Kenrick, Vladas Griskevicius, Steven Neuberg and Mark Schaller (Kenrick et al. 2010), but 

both of these - needs as well as motives - are used in this project as they both explains the 

same and different things as once. While Maslow's pyramid of needs is seen as basic needs 

of the human nature to survive and evolve, the fundamental motives as presented below are 

circling around a biological needs for reproduction. It would be stretching it too far to say that 

drinking a beer is around reproduction alone, but as it can be part of the reason for social 

drinking, fundamental needs as a well as motives are included.  
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Griskevicius & Kenrick later on reworked the motives in 2013 and argues that these long-term 

motives have an impact on the choice of every human action as biological drivers (Griskevicius 

& Kenrick, 2013). These includes: (1) evading physical harm, (2) avoiding disease, (3) making 

friends, (4) attaining status, (5) acquiring a mate, (6) keeping a mate, and (7) caring for family. 

An important implication of this framework is that a person's preferences, behaviors, and 

decision processes change in predictable ways depending on which fundamental motive is 

currently active.  

1.6.3 Social consumption  

The choice of what to buy and when to consume goods is affected by our circumstances; with 

whom we are with, with whom we are going to be with and how different goods can be 

perceived by the collective due to what attributes and values there might attached to each 

good. Due to the S-O-R theory, these situations and objects are the stimuli affecting the 

individual person seen as the organism and its behavior in regards of the decisions made 

(Belk, 1975).  

 

In regards of Belks theory, the individual reflects upon how the consumption of a given good 

might affect the social appraisal of the individual or how the good might affect the individual in 

regards of social status, health or financially, stating that the individual's decisions are made 

based upon a process of cognitive reflection limited by bounded rationality, taking into account 

at the stimuli perceived by the individual.  

 

This includes goods consumed amongst other individuals as these occasions is viewed as 

collective consumption, in which the value of the single good exceeds the perceived value 

compared to if the good were consumed alone, as a consumption collective is a network of 

peoples - friends, families, colleagues - who co-create value by interaction and by consuming 

something together (Närvänen et al. 2014).  
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1.6.4 Decision journey as part of consumer behavior  

 

The choice to buy a product is the result of a long process of conscious and unconscious 

factors affecting our actions, just as it is with the fundamental needs and motives. This includes 

the stimuli (S) in terms of marketing and society affecting our very person or organism (O) 

which again leeds to an respons (R) in form of the decision journey in regards of buying a 

product or service. This is pictured as the SOR model;   

 

Fig. 1: S-O-R Model: Kotler et al. 2012 

 

To understand how Carlsberg can reach out to the young adults and what touchpoints to make 

use of as the market stimuli, it is of importance to uncover those parts with specific focus on 

the organism in terms of the potential consumers them self and the stimuli affecting them. 

Especially, in terms of the low costs of beers and the simplicity of it, the sociocultural element 

is in focus alongside both the psychological and characteristics of the potential customers as 

the organism. To figure out what needs to be changed by Carlsberg, the analysis has to start 

from the right to the left.  
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1.7 Project structure 

 
 
 
 
 Fig. 2: Project structure   
 
 
  

Introduction 
Presentation of the background, delimitations and definitions, research question and sub questions.  

Methodological considerations 
Methodological considerations of the study 

Theoretical framework   
The framework of the project focus on the theoretical aspect of consumers decisions journey including  
fundamental needs and motives and how preference groups and cultural values affects our decisions.  

Situation 
Short presentation of Carlsberg and how the beer marked has developed.  

Research Design 
Presentation of the combination of quantitative and qualitative methods used to collect, analyze and 

interpret the data used for investigating the sub questions.  

Analysis 
Findings and analysis of the quantitative survey and qualitative interviews alongside the result of 

experiements  

Discussion 
Discussion of the results alongside its strengths and weakness due to research limitations and 

recommendations for future research  

Conclusion  
Conclusion with summary of the findings and final recommendations to Carlsberg for future 

advertisement for non-alcoholic beers 
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Chp.2 ) Methodology  
In the following section the methodology of the thesis will be described, and the methods used 

in the project will be discussed due to the ability of answering the research and sub questions. 

At first a brief introduction of the scientific stance of the project, secondly the methodological 

framework found most fitting to answer the research questions will be presented. Thirdly, the 

instruments for data collection i aspect of primary and secondary data will be elaborated and 

finally the validity and reliability of the applied methodological framework. 

2.1 Scientific stance  

As the project seeks to answer what Carlsberg should have in focus to make non-alcoholic 

beers popular amongst young adults, the psychological mechanisms and the impact of cultural 

values and preference groups on the decision process amongst young adults in terms of 

choosing a beer needs to be uncovered. In order to do so, one needs to understand what 

triggers the need for a beer - regular as well as non-alcoholic beers - and what affects the 

choice of it in the first places.   

 

As the focus therefor partly is on the stimuli and the motivational factors affecting the decision 

journey, this affects the scientific stance chosen for this project. In order to test the 

fundamental motives, qualitative research techniques are recommended as these are useful 

to trigger proxy or intuitive responses such as a specific behavior, attitude and at the same 

time the fundamental and unconscious motives (Malhotra et. al 2012).  

 

The paradigm of this project - defined as “A basic set of beliefs that guides action, whether of 

the everyday garden variety or action taken in connection with a disciplined inquiry” (Guba, 

1990) - will be categorized as constructivism due to the subjective epistemology leaving out 

positivism, post-positivism and critical theory as none of these are found useful in this project 

due to their different sets of epistemology, ontology and preferred methodology (Ibid). 

As it is not possible to ask the subconscious directly, it needs to be triggered to be understand 

in the proper context and the ontological approach of constructivism are well fitting for this 

task, as relativism is the key needed to open the human mind, accessing more information 

and understand the complex structure of the decision process (Malhotra et. al 2012).  
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2.2 Research Design 

 
As it can be difficult if not impossible to generalize upon a small qualitative sample, there is a 

need for a sudden width of the data on which the weight of the quality can rely on (Malhotra 

et al. 2017). Therefore two types of collection methods are used to understand the purchase 

decision.  

 

These empirical methods are in form of a survey and interviews which thereby combines the 

quantitative and qualitative approach (Andersen, 2010: 150-184). Method triangulation will 

therefore be applied in order to improve validity and reliability of the project. This is done by 

combining more than one research approach (Bryman, 2006) by the combination of internal 

primary data - surveys and interviews - and external secondary data - published theories - 

allowing for triangulation of methods (Ibid. & Andersen, 2010).  

 

The survey allows for the creation of datasets to be analyzed for pattern recognition and to 

drag on existing literature as explanation for patterns. This method is therefore based upon a 

deductive approach as this allows the use of existing theories from the field of consumer 

psychology and marketing to elaborate the purchase decision (Blumberg, Cooper & Schindler, 

2008). The quantitative research is therefore limited to encounter the theories of consumer 

behaviour and to shed light on the research questions.  

 

On the other side, the interviews conducted after the collection and analysis of survey data 

will drag on the inductive approach as these interviews should uncovering of the truth in terms 

of unconscious behaviours as result of market- and social stimuli (Malhotra et al. 2012).  

 

By combining the use of surveys and interviews I seek to get respectively the width and depth 

attached to each approach as the survey will provide the overview and general data for 

analytical use in an quantitative matter, while the interviews will provide the depth and quality 

allowing me to test conclusions made upon the data dragged from the survey. (Blumberg, 

Cooper & Schindler, 2008).  

By also testing the survey-conclusions through interviews I will be able to get a valid support 

for the final conclusions of this and I will be able to state the need for further research to 

uncover potential grey zones before a final say can be made.  
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2.3 Data collection and methods 

In the following subsections the use of primary and secondary data and its content will be 

introduced and explained in depth due to its importance and use for the thesis.  

2.3.1 Primary data and data collection   

In order to understand the potential customers in terms of 18-30 years old young Danes, 

information of their perception of and considerations due to regular beers and non-alcoholic 

beers has to collected. This primary data consists of a survey and following interviews with a 

representative sample of survey participants, respectively to create an overview and 

understanding of the purchase behavior.  

 

By gathering new data, the reliability risk there might be by using older datasets from external 

sources categorized as secondary data gets reduced and by including interviews as part of 

the process, the validity of the data will improve as the results of the survey and interviews 

should support each other and not divert in response if the population sample is broad and 

honest enough (Malhotra et al. 2017). 

2.3.1.1 Survey 

 
The survey data were collected during the period of February and March 2019 allowing a total 

of 191 participants to answer the survey and 144 to finalize it which can be found in appendix 

1: Survey Findings. The survey is based upon 24 questions following the principle of the funnel 

model from general information of the participants, general knowledge and finally more 

specific questions due to the research subject (Andersen, 2010).  

 

The survey is therefore divided up in three parts stretching from general demographic data as 

age, gender and physical activity to more specific questions in the second part, focusing on 

the perceptions of drinking alcohol and the appropriateness of drinking during different 

circumstances and with different social groups.  

 

Finally, the third part seeks to uncover the awareness of non-alcoholic beers, degree of 

experience with non-alcoholic beers and the evaluation scenarios and statements believed to 

have an impact on the evaluation of non-alcoholic beers. All questions had to be answered in 

order to finish the survey, reducing the risk of half finished and thereof avoid unusable surveys 

do to missing answers.  
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The survey is made as an online survey made by the online tool Surveyhero and shared as 

link social media platforms like Facebook. Here the link is shared amongst different groups at 

universities of Copenhagen Business School and Copenhagen University to avoid the impact 

of social influence if the survey had been distributed amongst friends or colleagues or random 

groups on social medias. Anonymity is promised as no names will appear for each participant 

to increase the likelihood of response (Malhotra et al. 2012).  

2.3.1.2 Structure for survey 

To understand the function of each part of the survey, these are presented below and the 

questions of which each part consists will be explain in regards of why these are relevant for 

the project.   

 

Part 1  

Question 1 & 2 asks in regards of the gender and age of the participant, to check how well the 

sample of participants fits with the population due to gender-ratio and age distribution, while 

question 3 & 4 asks in regards of whether or not the participants have kids or if they have a 

job next to their study.  

 

Question 5 to 7 uncovers the degree of healthy awareness and the physical activity by asking 

how often they eat junk food (5), how many days on average the participant trains per week 

(6) and finally whether the participant smokes, party smokes or do not smoke at all (7). These 

questions creates the overall health perception as the participants cannot be asked by a 1-10 

scale questions, as some participants might be training 4 times per week but still being a 

smoker.  

 

Furthermore, it is interesting to match these results with secondary reports covering the health 

focus and physical activity of young adults across generations to see how this have changed, 

how the sample fits to the population and whether it might be possible to link a potentially 

increased healthy lifestyle with less drinking.  

 

Question 8 allows the participants to be categorized after their highest ongoing degree, being 

a 3th. year student at high school, a bachelor or a graduate student.  
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Part 2  

Question 9 to 12 measures how appropriate the participant finds it to drink alcohol with 

respectively family, friend and alone. A 1-10 likert scale has been used for all three questions 

to compare the results and to crosscheck with question 4 in regards of the frequency of alcohol 

consumption to see how the appropriateness might be linked with the frequency.  

 

Question 13 seeks to uncover the compared frequency of alcohol consumption during different 

occasions and with different social circumstances being either with friends, family, alone or 

with colleagues. Based on the social consumption theory, mentioned in section Theories and 

which will be further explained in the section Theoretical framework - Social Consumption, It 

is argued that the consumption of goods like alcoholic beers tends to be valued differently 

when consumed during different social occasions,  which creates the expectancy to see that 

the participants answers due to frequency will be mixed and not the same for each social 

occasion. 

 

Question 14 seeks to understand why and why not each participant might drink a beer at home 

alone, during what occasions and how the perception of drinking beer alone the participants 

might have.  

 

Question 15 is a multi choice grid with single answers in which the participant has to evaluate 

13 different scenarios testing different points like during which social occasions would the 

participants prefer to drink beer, how big of social pressure do the participants feel when they 

are with their friends, at what time of the day does beer seems to be accepted, whether 

alcoholic beer is perceived to be more masculine or feminine, how much participants have 

regretted to drink beers because of hangovers and whether or not the participants would like 

to buy beers without alcohol in terms of the questions; Jeg vil værdsætte øl mere, hvis jeg 

kunne få den samme smag men undgå alkoholen or translated; I would be more fond upon 

beers, if I could get the same taste but avoid the alcohol.  The answers stretch from never, 

rarely, some times, often and always. The never is made possible to include non-beer 

consumers as their opinions might help explain the general perception of drinking a beer with 

or without alcohol. Furthermore, a textarea is attached so the participants have the chance to 

elaborate their answers.  

 

Question 16 as final questions of part two seeks to measure the general perception amongst 

participants in regards of how they believe their social preference groups would find it 

appropriate to drink a beer at the middle of the day. In extension of this question, a textfield is 

provided to the participants have the chance to elaborate their answer.  
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Part 3  

Question 17 & 18 respectively seeks to uncover whether or not the participants at have tasted 

an alcoholic free beer at all, whether or not they have found one they like. A text field is 

provided, so the participants can elaborate which beers they might have found likeable 

amongst non-alcoholic beers.  

 

Question 19 tests the awareness of the top sellers of beers without alcohol on the Danish 

market covering products from both large as well as minor companies like Carlsberg, 

Heineken, Royal Unibrew, Mikkeller and Bornholms Bryghus. These questions are included 

to check the awareness amongst young adults in regards of non-alcoholic beers.  

 

Question 20 seeks to test whether or not young adults are familiar with the health benefits of 

drinking non-alcoholic beers and how popular they are amongst athletes, including Olympic 

teams. If these benefits and use amongst athletes are not known amongst young adults, this 

question can provide support for a health-aspect of drinking non-alcoholic beers as a focus 

point in future promotion campaigns.  

 

Question 21 seeks to take into account whether or not the informations provided in questions 

20 might have an immediate impact on the perception of non-alcoholic beers amongst young 

adults.  

 

Question 22 is a multi choice grid with single answers in which the participant has to evaluate 

7 different statements. These includes social scenarios and to what degree drinking a non-

alcoholic beer would be received positive amongst different social groups likes friends, families 

and colleagues, whether or nor a non-alcoholic beer is viewed as being more suitable for 

women than men, Whether the participants wants to drink an alcohol-free beer with family 

than friends and the awareness of how easy it is to buy a non-alcoholic beer at public places 

like restaurants, bars or at the Friday bar at the university.   

 

Question 23 is a multi choice grid with single answers in which the participant has to evaluate 

six different social scenarios and evaluate to what degree, the participant would consider to 

drink a non-alcoholic beer with. These social contacts includes family, friends, colleagues, a 

partner and being alone.  

 

Question 24 is the final question and is based upon a 1-10 likert scale. Just like question 16 it 

seeks to measure the general perception amongst participants in regards of to what degree 
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they believe their social preference groups would find it appropriate to drink a beer at the 

middle of the day but this time without alcohol. In extension of this question, a textfield is 

provided to the participants have the chance to elaborate their answer. 

 

As the final word of the survey, a short message is viewed, thanking each participant for his 

or her time and for their help in regards of the project.  

 

The questions seek to measure the social impact preference groups have on the perception 

of appropriateness when it comes to the consumption of alcohol, how the perception differs 

amongst regular beers and non-alcoholic beers across gender, age and importance of health 

for young adults and the awareness in regards of non-alcoholic beers which fits with the 

consumer behavior model from section 1.6 Choice of theories. This strengthen the validity of 

the survey as the questions helps to explain how the organism is affected by stimuli and how 

the organism responds (Frederiksen et. al. 2017).  

 

Furthermore, the survey has been tested over seven rounds each with three different 

respondents, all in the same age range as the target group. During these seven rounds, a 

tablet with a link where shared with three respondents one at the time and the feedback were 

collected and used to adapt the survey before it went out to be tested again. At the 7th. round, 

minor details where mentioned but as the survey were easy to understand, did not take too 

long to complete and did not offend or in other way seemed to bias the opinions of the test 

persons, the final survey was completed (Groves et. al. 2009).  

2.3.1.3 Data analysis approach for the survey  

In order to conduct the analysis, the raw data has to be searched for outliers or participants 

who might have answered the survey so fast that the validity of the answers given are to low 

to be used. After the cleansing process, the raw data - dragged from Surveyhero to excel - is 

coded and categorize and screened once again to check for inconsistency before moving on 

to the final analysis using JMP as analytical tool.  

 

Searching for patterns amongst the answers - known as descriptive statistic (Malhotra et al. 

2012) - the intention is to get an overview of how the participants  immediately perceives 

regular beers vs. non-alcoholic beers as well how the perception differs due to gender, age 

and health focus as factors attached to each participant using a frequency chart and 

correlation analysis in regards of the consumption pattern with different social groups and how 

the patterns change comparing the consumption of regular beers to the consumption of non-

alcoholic beers.  
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Based upon the descriptive data combined with the theories presented in the following section 

of “Theoretical Framework” it is possible to make use of inferential statistics (ibid), but without 

a sufficient sample size compared to the population the reliability is too weak to make a general 

statement based upon the survey alone. The use of hypothesis testing will therefore not be 

included as part of the project as the survey only will work in terms of the descriptive statistic 

to gain an overview of young adults perception of beers, regular as well as non-alcoholic, how 

they consume it with different reference groups and how they expect to be perceived by their 

social groups choosing on type of beer above the other.  

2.3.1.4 Interviews 

Based upon the results of the surveys, working as basic step stones for further research, a 

semi-structured interview-guide were made to achieve a deeper understanding of underlying 

assumptions based upon the answers giving by the participants (Malhotra et al. 2017). 

 
Selection of respondents and conduction of interviews 

By asking random students at Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen University and 

Roskilde Business College, 7 random individuals accepted to participate. The 7 interviews in 

total were accomplished either at home of each participant or at the school or university as 

Malhotra (2012) points out the importance of non-threatening and non-hostile environments 

as this affects the willingness to answer and the general reliability of each participant (Ibid.). 

None of the interviewed participants were informed of the survey-results to avoid any bias 

effect as result of information.  

 

A group interview were not seen as an option due to risk of social interference on each 

respondents answer, and as the goal is to understanding each participants process of 

thoughts and considerations when choosing a beer, and as the concept of a group in terms of 

reference groups have an impact on the individuals decision journey, a group interview were 

avoided by purpose and the individual interview approach were chosen instead based on the 

the laddering technique due to is ability to generate insight knowledge (Andersen, 2010).  

 

The interviews were furthermore accomplished under promise of anonymity as each interview 

were recorded after agreement with each participant, allowing transcription to be made 

afterwards found in appendix 2; Interview. Each participant therefore has been given symbolic 

names like R1 and R2 for Respondent 1 and Respondent 2.  
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More persons could have been included, but as the results in section 5.2 Interview findings 

and hierarchical value mapping will show, seven participants were fine to achieve insight as 

the answers - despite being with random participants - were very similar and consistent despite 

different attempts to phrase new questions.    

 
Laddering and the phrasing of questions  
 

As mentioned in section Theories - Laddering the method will be elaborated here to explain 

how the chain of questions should be phrased to create ladders, which finally ends up making 

the hierarchical value map (Holtzclaw et. al. 2013).  

 

The laddering procedure includes three steps, starting with a) Elicitation of differences among 

brands or groups of products, b) in depth-interviews and c) analysis of the data extracted by 

step a and b.  

 

Step A in terms of elicitation of differences amongst brands, each participant  is presented 

with two or more products and asked to explain why the products might differ in the eyes of 

the participant. In this project, there will not be a comparison of two specific products but 

instead groups of products in regards of alcoholic versus non-alcoholic beers and how the 

evaluation of these differs due to different social scenarios. This includes general and open 

questions like the following;  

- Would you prefer an alcoholic beer or a non-alcoholic beer given…  

- a specific time of day (midday vs. afternoon)? 

- being with specific social groups (friends, families, colleagues or alone)?  

- Why do you prefer that choice (regular or non-alcoholic beer) for that specific occasion 

rather than the other?  

- Why do you think  it is like that?  

- What does it mean for you? or why does it matter for you? 

 

It is important to make it clear for the respondent that no answers are right or wrong, as it is 

all about the opinion of the respondent and the questions might not seem that deep or 

important but all the why-questions helps to create a picture of the respondents perception of 

the two groups of beers, despite how obvious or possibly even stupid the questions might be 

seen (Malhotra et al. 2012).  
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These questions varies depending on whether it is the start of the ladder or the end, stretching 

from attributes, to consequences and finally values, though values typically has to be found 

by analyzing the answers as these values might not be clear for the respondent. So while 

attributes can be found by asking why that questions, consequences can be found by asking 

questions focusing on alternative scenarios to make the consequences given a specific choice 

(regular beer over non-alcoholic beer) stand more clear when the circumstances change and 

finally the values can be asked into by asking why is that important to you? or what does it 

means to you? questions.   

 

Step B includes the interviews itself and the techniques used in it. Having a personal interview 

is a risk factor, because of the social link between interviewer and respondent (Malhotra et al 

2012). While asking the questions, it is important as interviewer not to ask questions framed 

as either negative or positive as this can affect the answers from the respondent. The 

questions therefore have to be as neutral as possible. The questions can be mixed if some 

questions cannot be answered by the respondent, so if a dead end is reached, a new question 

with a new alternative scenario can be used to kickstart the line of questions or drag it onto a 

new line to give respondent and interviewer time to think for respectively answers and 

questions to finalize the dead end. therefore, it is also important to inform the respondent that 

notes will be taking during the conversations if trigger points come up in form of interesting 

statements which can be used as step stones onto new questions in regards of consequences 

or values.    

 

The final step C includes the analysis of the interviews. This includes the transcription of 

interviews and the categorization of raw interview data into the three categories; attributes, 

consequences and values followed by a content analysis of the patterns in regards of each 

respondents answered during the interview, leading to a final creation of the hierarchical value 

map creating an impression of why the respondents would choose each products group (due 

to attributes), what it does for them (the consequences) and finally what it means for them as 

a fundamental drive (the values). This step will be further elaborated in section analysis 

approach for interviews below.   
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Structure for Interview guide  
 
Firstly, a group of socio demographic questions in order to spot similarities between survey 

and interview data is included. This cover the age, gener, level of education and health 

questions like smoking and average days of training per week. These preliminary questions 

creates helping a good and trustful environment between the interviewer and participant and 

seeks to break down eventual personal barriers (Malhotra et al. 2012). This is needed in order 

for the participant to open up and feel safe.   

 
As the laddering technique seeks to uncover the fundamental values and motives behind the 

choice of a product and as these fundamental values and motives varies from person to 

persons, the laddering approach is a difficult tool to handle. There are not specific interview 

guide or structure as it is not known upfront how the participants will respond due to specific 

questions or presentations of products (Ibid.).   

 

Therefore, it is not possible to make a list of fixed questions up front to be answered 

systematically. The interview is instead based upon a semi-structured approach with questions 

creating the frame meant to either set up a scenario or to reveal an attribute of beers during 

that specific circumstance. These frame questions are used in all the interviews in order to 

make the cross-comparison of the results possible.  

 

From here, the questions seek to dig deeper by asking why is that? How does it make you 

feel? Why does that matter to you? What would it mean to you if this or that were changed?  

By asking such questions, the participant is requested to explain why he or she choose as he 

or she have chosen and thereby revealing the consequence of the choice.  

 

An example of this could be the following, where a scenario has been built up. That could be 

a saturday evening with the family to the participant, and the following line of questions and 

answers emerge;  

 

Interviewer: What would you choose to drink during that evening?  

 

Participant: I would choose wine while being with my family.  

 

Interviewer Why would you choose wine being with your family and not a beer?  
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Participant I find wine more suitable than beer, because i prefer to drink beers with 

my pals. You relax in another way with a glass of wine.  

 

Interviewer: How would you say you relax in another way with a glass of wine than 

a beer?  

 

Participant:  Wine is more heavily on alcohol and has another charme than beer, and 

you can not sit and chill with a beer the entire evening with your family because it gets 

hot and flat, so a beer is more suitable with friends where your drink some more of 

them while they are cold and your friend typically do the same so no one judges you.  

 

This example revelase two of the three elements needed to be uncovered in regards of why 

and why not a participant might want a beer or not. This fictive participant choose a glass of 

wine in regards of its attribute; Durability. A beer gets flat and warm  over time, while a glass 

of wine is not meant to be cold but served at living room temperature. Further attributes is the 

amount of alcohol & Suitability. The consequence of this is relaxation for the participant and 

further consequences can be dug out by asking questions like; why would you say that wine 

is more suitable while being with your family? or would you family judge you if you had a couple 

of beers rather than a glass of wine during the evening?  

 

So the frame is questions seeking to understand what the participant would choose or not 

choose to drink in regards of a beer or an alternative during a specific occasion or with specific 

social circumstances, while following up with questions seeking to understand why he or she 

would choose a beer or not and what it would mean for him or her.  

Finally, the value is sought be revealed but often people are not aware of why they choose as 

they do or have just not given it some though or might not be willing to answer it (Malhotra et 

al. 2012). These values are therefore sought to be revealed by asking questions that makes 

the participants to reflect and could be phrased like; How does it make you feel? What does it 

mean to you? Why is that important to you? or If Y changed to X, how would that make you 

feel?    
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Analysis approach for the interviews  
 
 

By comparing the interviews, the attributes and consequences mentioned by the participants 

are categorized to create the hierarchical value map. By categorizing the attributes and 

consequences in terms of key words or sentences like each other, it is possible to drag lines 

between the attributes and the consequences, which the attributes are attached to in the 

interviews and by comparing the consequences and evaluating how these affects the 

participants, shared values like social belonging, self-esteem, Responsibility or Social 

acceptance can be found.  

 

2.3.2 Data integrity  

 
The following two sections of Data integrity for the quantitative research and Data integrity for 

the qualitative research includes the reflections upon the reliability and validity of collected 

data and the strength of it for analytical purpose.  

 

Reliability 

As reliability is “the extent to which a scale produces consistent results if repeated 

measurements are made on the characteristic” (Malhotra et al. 2012: p. 196) Bryman & Bell 

(2015) furthermore use the internal and external reliability as elements as consisting parts of 

the term “reliability”.   

 

Internal reliability measures the consistency within itself and as the survey is shared amongst 

groups of students at HHX/Business college and two universities (Copenhagen Business 

School and University of Copenhagen), the internal reliability is perceived to be high as no 

interfering elements like persons outside these groups such as full-time employees and non-

students have participated. Furthermore, the results in both the survey and interviews 

indicates a shared set of values in regards of beer consumption, attachment to social groups 

and perception of non-alcoholic beers, which will be further elaborated in section 5.1 Survey 

findings.  

 

The external reliability is due to how stable a measurement is over time. As it is argued that 

cultural values changes over time and these values affects the choice and behavior of 

customers (Kotler et al. 2012),  the external reliability is not perceived to be strong as the 

measurement amongst 18-30 year old students not necessarily are the same if the data 
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collection are repeated within 2, 5 or 10 years as the results - everything elsee equal - is 

expected to change the more time between each study in the years to come.  

 

Validity 

As validity is “the extent to which a measurement represents characteristics that exist in the 

phenomenon under investigation” (Malhotra et al. 2012: p. 196). This validity can be divided 

upon - as well with the reliability - in an internal and external part, as the internal parts 

measures the causal relationship between variables, while the external validity is an indicator 

of how well the results, found during a research, can be used to make generalizing statements 

upon. Furthermore, reliability is a condition for validity as the measure cannot be valid if the 

measure is not reliable (Saunders et al., 2015) 

2.3.2.1 Data integrity for the quantitative research  

 
Integrity  
During the period from January 29 to February 15th, a total of 189 responses were collected 

by the use of an online-survey of which 144 were evaluated as valid responses, as the 

uncompleted responses were cleansed from the final data collection to avoid disturbances, as 

it would skew the results if the partly finished surveys were to be completed by the researcher 

and not the respondents themselves (Malhotra et al. 2012). 

 

Reliability 

The reliability of the 144 respondents is seen as reliable as nothing indicates that participants 

should not have answered truthfully during the survey as it was a free choice and with the 

freedom to stop and leave the survey at any time.  

But as the intention of this project is to understand the perception of beers and non-alcoholic 

beers amongst Danish students and to evaluate how to make non-alcoholic beers popular 

amongst this group, the survey sample is to low and not deep enough to make a general 

statement upon alone.  The point of the survey was therefore not to conclude any final 

statistical statements but rather to gain descriptive data in regards of the consumption of 

regular beers and awareness of non-alcoholic beers amongst students in the age of 18-30 

years. Therefore, to increase the reliability, the quantitative method of using a laddering 

interview with seven participants are chosen. Furthermore, the survey data are used as a 

foundation for the qualitative study in form of interviews, upon which the questions are based 

using the quantitative survey as inspiration.  
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Validity 
As the total population of 45.000 men and women being students in the age between 18 - 30 

year in Denmark (DST, 2019) , the sample size of 144 respondents are not perceived as 

representative in a numeric matter but the gender-ratio as well as the age distribution fits well 

to the population which will be further elaborated in section 5.1 Survey findings. Furthermore, 

the response rate of 76,19 % is seen as improving the validity (Saunders et al., 2015). A larger 

sample size would - given an equally high response rate - improve the degree of 

representation further but as the gender-ratio and age distribution fits well to the population, 

the sample size of 144 respondents are seen as valid for analytical use.  

2.3.2.2 Data integrity for the qualitative research  

Integrity  
To avoid any bias effect, the participants of the interviews were found outside the researchers 

own social ring of contact persons by asking random students in respect of a gender-ratio of 

50/50, whether they would like to participate in an interview of 30-40 minutes in regards of 

alcohol consumption. These participants were hereafter checked, if they said yes, to see if 

they in any way could be linked to me as a researcher. A degree of personal influence on the 

participants answers is almost impossible to avoid during an interview, when these are done 

face to face either due to differences in gender between participant and interviewer or 

confirmation bias  (Malhotra et al., 2012), but the number of interviews and the equal gender 

ratio of 50/50% are meant to counter effect these potential bias effect if any.  

 

Reliability 

As the laddering interview technique is a difficult but useful tool in regards of understanding 

the perception and consumption behavior amongst consumers (Malhotra et al. 2012), the 

reliability is perceived to be high as the participants are randomly selected and volunteered 

without any reward such as coffee or money in exchange for their opinions. The interviews are 

furthermore conducted in isolated rooms - either at home of each student or at campus - so 

disturbance or potential interference of social members is avoided. Each participant had been 

told up front that the interview would be recorded but the name of each participant is kept 

anonymous. During the interview, the questions are primarily consisting of why, how is that or 

What if phrasings and scenarios to test the reaction and response from each participant. 

Based on this, the participants and their answers are perceived to be reliable.  
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Validity 
As only 8 interviews are conducted, the validity in regards of generalization is perceived to be 

low due to the numeric number of interview, but this is equaled out by the results found during 

the interview as further presented in section 5.2 Interview findings. As the results are so similar 

across the 8 interviews and these persons have no contact to each other, it is fair to state the 

results can be used to generalize upon in regards of Danes in the age group of 18-30 years 

and being students as primary profession. The results are thus not to be fully generalized upon 

in regards of all Danes within 18-30 years, as Danes of this age groups who have not decided 

to study at college and/or university but instead have chosen to work after college or 

elementary school might be affected by other factors such as relationships, mortgages, full-

time employment and offspring’s to mention a few.  

 

2.3.4 Secondary data  

 
As secondary data, market reports for the alcohol consumption amongst young adults and its 

development over the years have been used to gain basic insight of the subject.  

2.3.4.1 Market reports 

The reports are made by Danish organizations as Trygfonden, Kræftens bekæmpelsee as well 

as international organizations like the World Health Organization. Furthermore, statistics from 

Danmarks Statistik (DST) is used to see how the sample of participants fits with the population 

of young adults in the age group of 18-30 in terms of age, gender, level of education and 

physical activity.   

2.3.4.2 Research  

Existing literature and research due to different relevant subjects as the impact of preference 

groups on the decision journey, fundamental motives and needs alongside social anxiety 

and group pressure is used in combination with  primary data to create the analysis and final 

conclusion.   
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Chp. 3) Theories 
 
In this section, the theories shortly presented in the section of “Choice of theories” will be 

explained and presented in full to understand what these contain and how these are relevant 

to understand and explain the behaviour amongst young Danes  in regards of choosing regular 

or non-alcoholic beers. Based upon the results of the analysis combined with these theories, 

this project seeks to  work out a number of key points of triggers which Carlsberg should 

consider for future commercials or campaigns in order to make non-alcoholic beers popular 

amongst young Danes and potentially Danes in general.  

 

3.1 Fundamental needs  

In 1943, psychologist Dr. Abraham Maslow argued that the human race is driven by a set of 

fundamental needs seeking to keep us alive and satisfy our cognitive desire to reach the state 

where we as individuals can actualize our self. As mentioned in the section 1.6 Choice of 

theories, these needs have changed or have been modified through the time from the five 

basic levels from Maslow & Langfeld´s pyramid of needs (Maslow & Langfeld, 1943) to the 36 

different categories of needs presented by Max-Neef (1991), and have further on developed 

in a new way with the help of anthropologist into fundamental motives as will be presented in 

section “Fundamental Motives” later on. To limit the amount of different needs and simplify the 

research, Maslow's pyramids of needs being the original concept of the fundamental needs 

will be used as the ground concept with focus on how beer as an object can viewed as a tool 

to satisfy these needs. 

 

As beers is of no new invention with more than 14.000 years of history amongst humankind, 

the beer have worked as a useful good to satisfy a physiological need for water due to the 

heating process cleansing the water, our ancestors to avoid thirst (Pruitt, 2018). Today, a beer 

is not a fundamental need to survive, as we - in the modern world - have access to clean water 

and plenty of other liquids, but it is still an important element in social gatherings with friends, 

families or colleagues whether it is due to the alcohol or the sharing of a common good (Thomé 

et al, 2017). To belong into a group, one need to be accepted by the group members either 

through actions and/or shared values. If these are not fulfilled, the member or the group can't 

work together in terms of the gab between them.  
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This need of belonging in terms of friendship, intimacy and a sense of connection is the key 

element for why the human is a herd animal and why seek to belong to groups. This feeling of 

safety and sense of connection allows or helps our self esteem to grow in terms of respect 

from others gained through status and recognition and our social bonds and choice of social 

belongings can either help the individual to reach the level of self actualization or hold an 

individual down if the shared values amongst the group members and the individual is not 

shared and the individual do not have another group to join or have the psychological strength 

to leave the group (Millan & Reynolds, 2014).  

 

Drinking beers - or alcohol in general - helps the individual to lay down defense and relax 

amongst others and is a way to overcome social anxiety or break the ice (Järvinen et al. 2014). 

By doing this, individuals gets a chance to know each other as the words flows less planned 

than during the sober state, which allows the sharing of opinions, opening up for values to be 

shared amongst individuals (Strahan et al., 2011).  

 

 

Fig. 3: Fundamental Needs. Maslow & Langfeld, 1943. 
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3.2 Fundamental motives 

 

Based upon the fundamental needs or pyramid of needs presented by Dr. Abraham Maslow 

and Herbert Langfeld  in 1943 as presented above, Douglas T. Kenrick, Vladas Griskevicius, 

Steven L. Neuberg and Mark Schaller in 2010 made a restructuring of those five fundamental 

levelse of needs into seven fundamental motives; (1) evading physical harm, (2) avoiding 

disease, (3) making friends, (4) attaining status, (5) acquiring a mate, (6) keeping a mate, and 

(7) caring for family (Kenrick et. al. 2010). An important implication of this framework is that a 

person's preferences, behaviors, and decision processes change in predictable ways 

depending on which fundamental motive is currently active and all these fundamental motives 

are concentrated about the end goal of reproduction as a biological code as part of the human 

nature in terms of evolution. 

 

It is especially element three, four and five, making friends, attaining status & acquiring a mate, 

that might be useful for this project because of beers typical attachment to social interactions 

(O´hara et al., 2015). The theory of fundamental motives might be able to help explain and 

understand why young adults consumes beer and whether or not it is attached to the social 

interaction or whether the beers also is enjoyed alone and why an alcohol-free alternative 

might or might not be perceived as a possible substitute.    

 

Griskevicius & Kenrick (2013) argues that all humans act upon these motives with the final 

goal to reproduce as a biological need. Thus, this can be counterargued as some people 

simply do not want kids due to different reasons (Matthews & Desjardins, 2017), but though 

the cardinal point of view of the theory can be discussed, the separate motives as mentioned 

might help explain the behavior of young adults in regards of beer consumption.  
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3.3 Social consumption 

 
Millan & Reynold (2014) argues how a consumer adapts its actions depending on the social 

context due to the current status of the individual and the importance of the social group for 

the individual. Supported by Russell Belk (1975) the situational variables are considering 

alongside the consumer's psychological strength and need for social appraisal when it comes 

to the choice of goods consumes in collectives. A person with a high self-appraisal will care 

less about others perception and vice versa with persons having a lower self-appraisal seeking 

social appraisal.  

 

These two types will differ in regards of their consumption patterns, as they respectively buy 

what the individual believes reflects his or her personality and values while the opposite will 

seek to buy what is socially accepted in the group, seeking to achieve acceptance. The 

consequence of these different strategies can either be social appraisal by consuming goods 

of a high perceived value by the collective (Witt, 2010) or social exclusion if the attached values 

of the good is to distant from the social group (Millan & Reynolds, 2014).  

 

Our consumption of goods varies depending on the social group we are approaching, as our 

status differs amongst these groups and the collective value of the goods consumed varies all 

depending on the fundamental values of each collective (Jaeger et al. 2011). The choice of 

beers and the amount consumed would everything else alike differ depending on whether the 

individual is alone, together with friends, family-in-law or its own family as the current status 

and desired status of the individual differs across these groups (Narvanen et al., 2014) .  

 

The choice of alcohol and the degree of consumption therefore varies depending on the 

collective we are being or want to be a part of, the individual's degree of self appraisal, its 

need for social acceptance and its ties with the different social groups (Granovetter, 1973).  

This social ties can be classified as either strong or weak; strong ties are conceptualized as a 

high frequency and amount of interactions in relations that are durable, while weak ties are 

social relations with a lower frequency and a less durable amount of relationship interaction.  
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3.4 Decision journey as part of consumer behavior  

 
As presented in section 1.6 Choice of theories, the SOR model covers the chain of elements 
upon which the consumer behavior relies on.  

 
 
Fig 1. S-O-R Model. Kotler et. al. 2012  
 

As the purchase of a beer is valued to be of a relative low complexity and a cheap good 

compared to more expensive and lasting goods like a computer or a car, some elements of 

the S-O-R model are evaluated to be without interest such as technological stimuli, economic 

stimuli as well as the purchased amount and payment method. As the project seeks to 

understand how young adults perceived non-alcoholic beers compared to regular beers and 

what affects this perception, the key focus will be to uncover what sets of values the young 

adults attach to the concept of drinking beers as well as what values is attached to regular 

beers compared to non-alcoholic beers.  

 

Stimuli 

Furthermore comes the impact of stimuli which can be grouped in two different types of stimuli; 

Market stimuli and other stimuli.  

 

Market stimuli could be in terms of place, price, product or promotion (Kotler et al., 2012). 

Place is due to the accessibility of non-alcoholic beers in regards of where these can be bought 

as the access tot non-alcoholic beers  - everything else alike - equals a high chance of 

awareness and probability that young adults might have experienced these. Is it possible to 

buy non-alcoholic beers at restaurants, cinemas, cafes or the local supermarket, because if 

not the awareness of the existence of non-alcoholic beers as a possible option as alternative 

will decrease (Ibid.).  
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The price of the given product affects appeals to two elements; the simple possibility of being 

able to buy the given product and the social status attached to the price.  An alcohol-free beer 

being more expensive than a regular beer might for some consumers be viewed as a bad deal 

due to the lack of alcohol if this is perceived to be adding value, while for other consumers the 

higher price might be defended due the role as the healthier alternative. So, the price of the 

products affects the two parameters; how much hard value can I get for the buck and what 

social value will it create? The product itself will be judged by the consumers in regards of its 

attributes such as taste, design, smell or color choice alongside the benefits of the products; 

alcohol to create a mild intoxication (Järvinen et al. 2013) or the absence of it, seen as a 

positive element due to a healthy lifestyle or maybe religious.  

 

Finally comes promotion as the commercials from brewers like Carlsberg is included as these 

are having a direct impact on consumers perception of a given good and as Carlsberg has 

made a couple of commercials for regular beers which also have been modified so these also 

includes Carlsberg non alcoholic beverage, it is important to see whether young adults might 

have seen this or not and what their reactions are to it.  

 

Other stimulating factors with an impact on how young adults and Danes in general perceived 

regular beers and non-alcoholic beers, is the sociocultural and political stimuli in terms of 

which values there might be attached to the concept of drinking regular beers and non-

alcoholic beers and how the laws are regulating the access to beers and how the state advise 

in regards of prober drinking behavior (Kotler et al., 2012). Furthermore comes, as argued 

above in section Social consumption that the collective environment in terms of reference 

groups (Belk,1975) affects the choice of the individual.  

 

Organism and Response:  

The young adults them self are unique persons in regards of their psychology and 

characteristics but as the human race is a herd animal, the herd psychology should form an 

uniformity in regards how their common perception of drinking beers and their values attached 

to it.  But as important it is to know the general impression of the attributes which young adults 

might attached to beers, it is equally important to understand the fundamental reasons or 

values as key elements for the final decision of the individual in regard of why or why not a 

young adult decides to buy or not to buy a regular beer as well as a non-alcoholic beer. The 

organism - or young adult -  is affected by the stimuli (S) forming and stimulating the 

psychology and characteristics of the person, but the organism is not a willingness object but 

a subject with the ability to receive signals, reflect upon these and - depending on the 
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psychological strength of the individual - either subjugate or withstand the stimuli from market 

actors like Carlsberg or other social groups like friends, families or colleagues.  

 

An example could be group pressure, where a group of individuals with a set of common 

values on a given subject seeks to push or force another individual to a specific action - like 

drinking a beer - by using psychological force in terms of verbal stimuli. This is not necessarily 

meant as a threat or as a negative thing seen from the group’s perspective, but it might be 

perceived as a pressure and use of force by the perspective of the individual. Here the 

psychological force of the individual determines how the individual reacts upon the pressure 

which could end out in following 1st. step scenarios;  

- X could leave the group for good or its opposite… 

-  X could subjugate and buy and drink a beer and play along though X do not enjoy it 

and X experience a collision of two different values; the need to belong to a group vs. 

the dislike of alcohol.  

 

As a 2nd. step due to the above-mentioned scenarios is the consequences of X´s decision in 

the 1st. step such as loss of social attachment if the group decides to neglect X afterwards or 

social belonging, if the bond gets stronger between X and the other group members because 

of the beers. But X could also decide to attack and simply explain the key reasons for why a 

regular beer is not preferred and then decide to either leave the group if they react with 

mockery knowing that these persons are not supporting or sharing same values as X or the 

group might show admiration and acceptance of X´s decision of not drinking alcohol but still 

being social by just drinking a non-alcoholic beer instead.  

 

All of these are scenarios which the individual - X - could end up with but it all depends how 

the organism X, and how the organism decides to act based on how he or she reflects upon 

the stimuli and response to it.  

 

The theory of consumer behavior as consisting of three elements will be used to explain the 

results from the quantitative as well as qualitative data collections and analysis, as it is of 

importance to decode what triggers or affects young adults in regards of their perception of 

beers, the choice of whether to drink it or not, during which occasions they might consume it, 

with whom they preferer to drink with and whom they might not, how they reacts upon 

commercials and why and finally which fundamental values are brought in play when the 

individual has to decide whether or not to consume a beer and what type of beer.   
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Chp. 4) Situation 
  
To include potential customers non fund upon ciders or appealing to current customers, who 

would like a beer without alcohol due to different reasons like pregnancy or the role as the 

“driver” at family gatherings or parties, Carlsberg and other brewers over the years have 

launched a line of products without alcohol, each for their own markets due to differences in 

taste preferences.  

 

For an example, Carlsberg have launched the 1664 Blond - Sanse Alcool in France, Munkholm 

Alkoholfritt Øl in Norway, FIX ANEY in Greece and Erdinger Weissbier Alkoholfrei in Germany 

to spread out and divert the portfolio of beers as these divert in taste and aroma adapted to 

the cultural preference of each nations.  

 

With Europe as testing ground, the growth rates have been 30-50 % during the last four years 

and non-alcoholic beers have been included as part of the main strategy called “SAIL 22” in 

which Carlsberg seeks to strengthen the position as supplier of brews in the craft & specialty 

category (Carlsberg, 2018).   

 

Carlsberg is not revealing who their main customers are of these alcohol-free alternatives in 

terms of age or gender, but instead concludes they see solid growth rates of the non-alcohol 

segment across western Europe as well as in Asia, thus total sale of non-alcoholic brews is 

below 2% of the total volume (Leonora, 2019).   

 

The main challenge is still the taste difference as the alcohol-free products primarily is made 

based on existing alcoholic brands known to market and as alcohol and the degree of sugar 

affects the taste, the old taste of the well-known beer changes with it. This has been in 

Carlsberg’s focus for the last couple of years as the formula is very simple; if customers do 

not like the taste, why should they drink it?  

 

As part of the goals for 2022, referred to as SAIL 22, Carlsberg will seek to promote their non-

alcohol products by campaigns under the theme zero irresponsible drinking. This is done by 

including 100% distribution of alcohol-free brews to expands consumers choice and 100% of 

Carlsberg’s markets to improve on responsible drinking year on year (Carlsberg, 2019.). To 

achieve this, a time of adaptation needs to be taking into account, as customers first and 

foremost have to be aware of the alcohol-free alternatives, then they have to taste it to remove 

the perception-bias  and by offering more alternatives of non-alcoholic brews likes ales, lagers, 
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malts, amber, blond, weissbier etc. the customers gains the chance to find a non-alcoholic 

alternative that fits with their taste preference.  

 

Chp. 5) Findings and analysis 
The chapter consists of four sections; section 5.1 Survey findings will focus on the results 

found by the quantitative approach in form of the survey results, while section 5.2 Interview 

findings and 5.2.1 Hierarchical Value Map will cover the qualitative approach in terms of the 

laddering interviews upon which the hierarchical value map will be generated. In section,  5.3 

Analysis of findings, the results found in section 5.1, 5.2 and 5.2.1 will be analyzed by dragging 

on the theories presented in Chapter 3: Theories. Hereafter, it is possible to answer the three 

research questions as presented in Chapter 1 Introduction - Section 1.4. Research Question, 

before the results and the potential recommendations are discussed in Chapter 6 Discussion.  

 

5.1 Survey findings  

 
In terms of the demography of participants the gender-ratio of male/female were 

45,83%/54,17%, so the ratio of participants are a bit skewed compared to the gender ratio 

found at the Danish high schools (UVM 2019) and the Copenhagen Business School (CBS 

2019) and University of Copenhagen (KU 2019) with an gender ratio near 50/50. 

 

In terms of age, the participants were equally distributed across the ages from 18 to 30 years 

but with a small right-skewed distribution around 18-26 years due to the age of when students 

tends to finish high school and when they decides to start at the university (DST^B). This 

skewness also shows in question 8 and were expected as the number of students deciding to 

continue with a graduate after their bachelor is just above 80% (DST^C, 2018) so a fewer 

number of students is found in the age group of 26+ which explains the low number of 

participants in the age of 26-30.  

 

Nearly 97,92% of the participants answered “no” in question 3 of whether they had one or 

more children. This fits well with the official data showing that the average age of women 

having their first born are 30 years old (Baby Instituttet, 2019). By not having children, the 

degree of responsibility is lower for the individuals having no children than compared to people 

who have, as these needs to take care of their own children and manage time and resources 
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in less self-pleasing ways than persons who do not have children, which might be an 

influencing factor on the alcohol consumption amongst Danes in the age of 18-30 years.    

 

Also question 4 in regards of how many students (high school to graduate) do have a job next 

to their study, the sample of participants fits with the population as 73,6% of the sample do 

have a job while in the population, 73% at the university (bachelor & graduate) do have a job 

(Balslev, 2018) and 65% of 3rd year high school students have a job (DST^D, 2019).   

 

In regards of health, question 5 to 7 indicates a group with a lifestyle where 75% of the 

respondents eats junk food more than once per month. At the same time, more than half trains 

between 2-4 times per week on average which indicates a group of consumers wanting the 

best of both worlds due to the greasy and fat food, which might be linked to the social life 

amongst other students, while at the same time striving for a healthy body which is supported 

by the trend of being a non-smoker, which nearly 75% of the respondents are said to be.  

 

Question 9-13 indicates the social appropriateness of consuming alcohol with different 

preference groups or alone and the answers clearly indicates a low acceptance for the 

consumption of alcohol being alone and a far higher acceptance of alcohol consumption being 

with others. This indicates the existence of a fundamental norm in regards of when alcohol 

consumption is perceived to be appropriate and accepted. The degree of acceptance 

respectively comes in the following order due to the average score on a scale of non-

acceptable (0) to acceptable (10); being alone (4,85), being with colleagues (7,60), being with 

family (8,04) and finally being with friends (9,47). This is furthermore supported by the answers 

of question 14 in which more than half of the participants said they prefer to consume beers 

with others than alone.  

 

Question 15 works on a scale from 0 to 5 from Not agree to Fully agree and gives insight in 

regards of when and why the participants consumes alcohol/beers, as it stands clear that the 

time of day has an impact as the average score differs from 1,69 to 2,85 when asked to 

evaluate the correctness of the following statements; “It is expected of me to order something 

with alcohol while being with my friends during the day” or “evening”. This difference indicates 

the existence of the fundamental norm finding it unacceptable to consume alcohol during the 

day. Furthermore, most of the participants do not drink beer due to a feeling of social pressure 

as the average score of statement 3 and 7 respectively is 1,92 and 1,64 while the score for 

statement 2 is 3,59.  
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This apparently indicates a lack of social pressure at the choice of goods amongst the 

participants when it comes to the choice of different types of alcoholic goods but at the same 

time it indicates the existence of a social pressure to choose a good with alcohol if you as a 

Dane in the age of 18-30 goes out with your friends for the evening, but the choice of beers is 

not seemed to be attached with a feeling of social pressure just as it is not perceived to be 

attached with one gender above the other as indicated by the score of 1,48 at statement 12.  

 

Finally, question 15´s last statement number 13, points out that the majority of participants 

would not enjoy a beer more if the alcohol would be removed as the score is only 1,60, but 

this answer is mixed as it do not explain clearly if the participants perceived the statement as 

in reference to a night in town with their friends or in general in regards of consuming a beer. 

This will therefore be further researched during the interviews.  

 

Question 16 indicates a score of 5,82 in regards of how accepted it would be perceived by the 

average participants preference groups, if the participant decided to drink a beer at the middle 

of the day. There is a relative high peak at the score of 10 with 22 votes which skews the data 

to the right/acceptable but even if these 22 votes were left out, the average score would be a 

5,07 leaving the result near its current point; neither/nor. What appears to affect this opinion 

relies on a social factor as well as the frequency as indicated by the translations in appendix 

2 - Interview, as multiple respondents have used the text field to elaborate their response as 

show in appendix 1 – Survey Findings.   

 

Question 17-19 gives an indication of the awareness and familiarity of alcohol-free beers 

amongst the participants. 71,53% or 103 participants have tasted a non-alcoholic and 40,97% 

or 42 of these have found a non-alcoholic beer, which they find tasteful. Amongst these, half 

of the participants who have found a non-alcoholic beer which they liked, have chosen 

Carlsberg Nordic as one of the beers. This fits with the awareness of non-alcoholic beers 

found in question 19 in appendix 1 – Survey Findings, which indicates Carlsberg Nordic Ale & 

Gyldenbryg are the products with the highest awareness, followed by Tuborg super Light, 

Royal 0,0% and Heineken 0,0 Alkoholfrei Pilsner. The top four brands of non-alcoholic 

products are all Danish, respectively two from Carlsberg, one by Tuborg and one by Royal 

Unibrew which can be explained in regards of the Danish attachment of all three brewer brands 

and the use of tv-commercials by Carlsberg and Royal Unibrew.  

 

Question 20 and 21 tests to see what the participants know in regard of the benefits drinking 

a non-alcoholic beer due to its lower amount of calories, the popularity and use of non-

alcoholic beers amongst elite athletes and that non-alcoholic free beers are perceived as being 
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a more healthy alternative than soft drinks and regular beers due to the lower amount of sugar 

and alcohol. The majority of the participants did not knew any of these three points as indicated 

in appendix 1 – Survey Findings - and 46,53% of the participants opinion of non-alcoholic 

beers were perceived to be positively affected by these information’s.  

 

Question 22 seeks to measure how the participants agree to seven statements in regards of 

non-alcoholic beers. The result for statement 22.1 indicates that non-alcoholic beers is 

perceived as being slightly more of a feminine choice than regular beers due to its mean score 

of 2,29 between Disagree (0) and Agree (5)  and a standard deviation of 0,89-3,69 compared 

to the results from question 15´s statement 12, which has a mean score of 1,48 and a standard 

deviation of 0,56-2,40.   

 

Furthermore, the results indicates that the choice of a non-alcoholic beer is not to perceived 

to have a negative effect on status amongst friends or colleagues but the results furthermore 

indicates the low amount of participants who have found a non-alcoholic beer to be taste full 

as statement 22.4, 22.5 and 22.6 all are close to the neutral zone of 2,5 with a mean score of 

respectively 2,51, 2,58 and 2,85.  

 

The results of question 22 fits well with the results of question 23, giving an indication of non-

alcoholic beers as a rare choice amongst the participants as all of the answers in question 23 

concentrates around the score of 1,5 or “rarely” in regards of how likely it would be for each 

participant to choose a non-alcoholic beer as alternative during different social occasions. 

 

Question 24 seeks to understand how the removal of alcohol might affect the degree of 

perceived appropriateness consuming a beer at the middle of the day. Here the result is 6,48 

compared to the mean score of 5,82 from question 16. It indicates that participants are more 

positive about the consumption of non-alcoholic beers during the day than regular beers. What 

might explain the reason for the high concentration around 5 in question 16 and 24 is that the 

value of 5 can be perceived to mean “neither/or” as if the participants do not believe their 

choice would be perceived in any specific negative nor positive way by their social groups.  
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Fig. 4: Appropriateness for consumption of beers vs. non-alcoholic 

beers during daytime; Source: Appendix 1 – Survey Findings. 

5.2 Interview findings and hierarchical value mapping 

 
By interviewing seven random participants in the age of 18-27 using the laddering technique, 

it as possible to gain insight of the perceptions of beers, the consumption of beers and the 

non-alcoholic alternative. By analyzing the transcriptions made after each interview and the 

placement of all eleven scenarios by each participant, a value mapping was made possible. 

As it has turned out, a number of external factors have shown to be of high impact on the 

decisions of the participants when it comes to the choice of alcoholic goods or non-alcoholic 

goods. Therefore, the A-C-V model is extended with another element; Environmental Factors 

or EFs to become a modified A-EF-C-V model. Attributes, being the superficial reasons for 

choosing a given product, will be marked as (A), while the consequences - the effects of each 

attribute - is marked by (C), which finally can be attached to specific core values (V). To 

support why the given A´s, EF´s C´s and V´s are conducted, sentences from each interview 

will be used as support. These are marked as example; R1 min:sec-min:sec. R1 here refers 

to “R” as in respondent and “1” is the number given to the first respondent as anonymity has 

been promised for each respondent. R2 will therefore refer to the second respondent and so 

on. “Min:sec-min:sec” is the time indicator for each sentence used as support for each 

attribute, consequence or value found during the interview. 
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Used as attributes are the elements mentioned as determining factors by the participants. 

These includes internal values or attributes such as taste, price and the existence of alcohol 

but not the color or smell of the beer or the design of it, as non of the participants mentioned 

anything about these attributes. Furthermore, external factors in form of the environmental 

factors as mentioned have to be included as these affects the general choice of each 

participant in regards of whether or not to choose a beer with alcohol. These factors includes 

Time of day, Company and Occasion, and these have been found as influencing factors 

across all seven interviews with similar phrasings and argumentations from each of the 

participants.  

 

 The following table indicates the findings before the final value mapping is made. 

 

Taste (A) R1: 02:39-02:41: It was probably due to its taste - it was the taste 
yes.  
 
R2: 25:42-26:40: [...] The most important factor for me is the taste 
[...]  
 
R3: 20:28-20:34: It is because it (taste) is the right thing, or it is the 
taste I know and that is what is nice - and then there are the alcohol 
and you can spoil yourself a bit.  
 
R4: 20:43-20:50: Well I believe it taste good and it suits the 
setting/context 
 
R5: 53:04-53:30: No It depends very much on the taste. It is a strong 
condition for my choice. It is the primary reasons for why I drink it.  
 
R6: 17:36-18:05: I think I could taste it - it is some time ago now - but 
my impression was that it (taste, non-alcoholic beer) where a bit thin 
[...]. 23:45-23:50: I think it might be because I have an idea that the 
taste - in some way - just is more right for a beer with alcohol.  
 

Alcohol (A) R1: 32:48-33:08  Yes it would create a more loose atmosphere and 
you get a more relaxed relationship to each other in regards of what 
we talk about, how we feel, which a non-alcoholic beer might not 
create.  
 
R1: 15:13-15:38. [...] it has been and still is a custom to get wine or 
something with alcohol for the food, it just is in the cards that you get 
something with alcohol for the dinner. 
 
R2: 25:42-26:40: [...] The most important factor for me is the taste 
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[...]  and if goes to the Friday bar or out for an evening, the alcohol is 
of importance as well.  
 
R2: 32:38-32:47: [Is it because it is more relaxing to drink something 
with alcohol?] Yes it has a more relaxing effect.  
 
R3:20:28-20:34: [...] and then there are the alcohol and you can spoil 
yourself a bit.  
 
R4: 26:42-26:58: (Is it because of the relaxing effect of alcohol?) Yes 
it is the entire atmosphere and if you have to go for it, then you 
choose something with alcohol.   
 
R5: 48:20-49:57: Yes it has do significant difference for a person like 
me, who might be shy or quiet, and who might open up and who 
might work better in social context, if there has been some alcohol 
involved. It helps to loosen up.  
 
R6: 02:28-02:44: Yes - well, I could drink a beer, if there were no 
alcohol in it for the taste, but because there is alcohol in it, it would 
just be weird for me to do alone.  
 
R7: 17:15-17;28: That could be - I do not have a problem ordering 
something elsee than beer, but I kind of like it as… well… as a 
“warm up” before getting to the harder alcohol or what you can call it.  
 
R7: 12:51-13:31: [...] - I think it could be fun in another way, because 
you are more loose  and laughs of more if you have had alcohol than 
if you are sober and you talk about other things - that is at least my 
experience, when I have had one or two (beers) [...]  
 
 
 

Time of day 
(Midday) (EF) 

R1: 03:10-03:37: [...] but again, if it is an everyday, i would find it 
difficult, even if it is just one beer, because if I have to attend work 
the day after then I find it difficult to drink a beer, even if it is just one.  
 
R1: 26:44-26:58: To begin with it would be a challenge. Even when 
you know it would be without alcohol, there would still be something 
about the time of the day, which would be a barrier [...]   
 
R2: Well at evening it makes more sense; it depends on the context, 
because if it is lunch, you typically have something to do like training, 
handball or something elsee.  
 
R3: 04:21-04:55: [Is it because it is the middle of the day?]  Yes it is. 
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To me, it is not natural to consume alcohol during the day, but then 
again - if you were out, then there might be some self-indulgence 
about it and then alcohol is suitable and to prefer above water at 
least.  
 
R4: 04:45-04:58: (And if it was more beers, you would feel unable to 
get something out of the day?) Exactly yes - it could happen during a 
special occasion, then I would not mind getting drunk during the day, 
but otherwise I would say it would be a waste of time.  
 
R5: 04:20-05:25: [...] It also depends on what I have for the rest of 
the day. If it is in the evening, where most of the day has gone, but if 
it is lunch - which is in the middle of the day - well then you do not 
know what might happen the rest of the day or whether you have to 
drive within an hour, even thus one beer do not make you unable to 
drive, there will be something that bothers your.  
 
R6: 06:58-07:15: If it is in the morning/mid day as an early lunch, it 
would be a bit...  for me, drinking that early might just be weird.  
 
R7: 03:32-04:04: Well.. it depends… on a vacation, I do not mind it, 
but on a saturday for lunch or a birthday.. I do not know [...]  Let us 
say, it was my sisters birthday and we should have brunch or lunch, 
then I do not believe I would choose a beer, but if it was for dinner, 
then it would for some reasons be more suitable.  
 

Time of day 
(Evening) (EF) 

R1: 15:13-15:38. [...] it has been and still is a custom to get wine or 
something with alcohol for the food, it just is in the cards that you get 
something with alcohol for the dinner. 
 
R2: Well at evening it makes more sense; it depends on the context, 
because if it is lunch, you typically have something to do like training, 
handball or something else.  
 
R3:04:09-04:20: Well… I just believe it is more an evening thing, 
consuming alcohol, even when you are home. I would not consider 
to offer wine or a beer for lunch at home. 
 
R4: 07:26-07:44: Definitely, cause there (lunch, midday) you would 
not get drunk. At lunch it is very rare you get hammered, but if it is an 
evening, then I would hold back a bit more if I were with colleagues 
than friends.  
 
R5: 04:20-05:25: [...] It also depends on what I have for the rest of 
the day. If it is in the evening, where most of the day has gone, but if 
it is lunch - which is in the middle of the day - well then you do not 
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know what might happen the rest of the day [...] 
 
R6: 05:23-05: 45 (So there is a difference in regards of the frequency 
whether you are with your family for lunch compared to a restaurant 
and the mood the others might be in?)  I believe that yes - at the 
evening, the atmosphere just seems right, also at a restaurant 
 
R7: 03:32-04:04: Well... it depends… on a vacation, I do not mind it, 
but on a Saturday for lunch or a birthday... I do not know [...] Let us 
say, it was my sister’s birthday and we should have brunch or lunch, 
then I do not believe I would choose a beer, but if it was for dinner, 
then it would for some reasons be more suitable.  
 

Occasion (EF) R1: It is probably the setting/context that do it for me. I just attach the 
idea of going to a pub with a beer with alcohol. 
 
R2: 29:30-30:13: [Okay - If we take a look at the Pub, which you 
have put in “Never” where it before were found at “Always”, why hae 
it changed?] [...] You have some expectations of when you go to a 
pub or a Friday bar, you get some alcohol and a more loose 
relations”.  
 
R3: 04:21-04:55: [Is it because it is the middle of the day?]  Yes, it is. 
To me, it is not natural to consume alcohol during the day, but then 
again - if you were out, then there might be some self-indulgence 
about it and then alcohol is suitable and to prefer above water at 
least.  
 
R4: 15:52-16:28: [...] it is the scene and occasion that makes an 
impact and what the intentions are; is is just for fun or to get drunk. 
 
R5: 39:35-40:20: Mhm… No, it might be the mood; I do not go home 
on a boring winter day as today to take a beer, but if it is summer, 
you enjoy it in another way, so that is where the taste makes a 
difference.  
 
R6: 05:45-06:18: (So the scene/occasion might be different?) Yes 
because at lunch, we are typically not at a public place, it is more 
during private terms at home of other family members, where I often 
have to drive, while if it is out for the evening, we all around with 
different transportation.  
 
R7: 04:21-05:01: Yes it… Now I just think, when you say beer, I 
would rather order a gin and tonic or wine, because I find it more 
suitable for dinner and when you are on a restaurant than a beer.  
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R7: 04:19-04:34: (Okay - so for lunch with the family, it is not found 
appropriate [to consume beer with alcohol], no matter whether it is 
an every day or in weekends, but at special occasions, as the 
holiday, where you know that you have nothing to do and it is for 
relaxation, then you could consider it?) Yes.  

Company (EF) R1: 05:36-05:57: Yes if it is friends, it would different - then a beer 
would be served or something elsee, but if it was family for lunch [at 
home], a beer would rarely be served, at least in my family.  
 
R1: 18:56-19:05: Yes (the answer on;  So the frequency has an 
impact on how easy you find it to say no and accept that you do not 
have to drink with them whom you see often (friends)  than rarily 
(colleagues) ?)  
 
R2: 04:53-05:09: Yes but I would say both the atmosphere and the 
context are better when I am with friends and colleagues than my 
family when it comes to alcohol.  
 
R3: 08:51-09:02:  [So you need to feel safe - when would you say, 
you feel safe?] Well.. yes, I just… if they (friends, colleagues) judge 
me if I want a beer before 12 o'clock while being out. It is not so 
much the effect of the alcohol but rather; what would they say or 
think about me, if I bought something with alcohol and they bought a 
elderflower?  
 
 R4: 07:26-07:44: [...] At lunch it is very rare you get hammered, but 
if it is an evening, then I would hold back a bit more if I were with 
colleagues than friends.  
 
R5: 11:07-12:38: Well… it was a good question... I think it depends 
on the atmosphere from others. And if you look back on the family, it 
(beers at daytime) might not be related to your family. I do not 
believe my dad would choose a beer for lunch. I think he - as I would 
do - would think about it considering the wish to be representable 
and not affected (by alcohol), where lunch with colleagues - based 
on experience - well it happens more often than with family, an 
atmosphere is build up around it and then it is more accepted.  
 
R6: 11:48-12:07: (So there might be a difference between being with 
colleagues compared to friends?) Yes, because with colleagues, it is 
mostly about having fun, while with friends you can talk about real 
things, more personally stuff and not just silliness.  
 
R7: 10:52-11:03: (Yes? What is the difference between having lunch 
with your friends compared to your family [in regards of consuming 
beer for lunch]?)  Well...  it is just something elsee with the family. It 
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is more restrained in the family, at least in my family.  
 

Price (A)  R3:22.03-22:13: No and it might be because you pay the same price 
for a beer with alcohol, so I would rather a “real” beer.  

 
Table 1 - Attributes and Environmental factors  
 
 

Enjoyment R1: 34:38-35:11: Because of the context: There is an entire history 
about 3rd half time like; now we get a beer, right? before we move 
on. We just sit and chill in the locker room, so there is this story 
about the social event; the scene is set.  
 
R2: 12:58-13:20: Well the atmosphere just changes when people 
have consumed some alcohol. [Would you say it is the mutual 
affection of consuming alcohol that might be the reasons for why it 
would be funnier?]  yes… yes you can say that is why.  
 
R3: 03:44-04:01: Well you go on weekend, so you can enjoy 
yourself and there is a bit of luxury around it (consuming alcohol).  
 
R4: 29:54-30:21: Well I do not know - but I would choose an alcohol-
free beer to feel a part of it instead of water, but the atmosphere is 
just not the same without alcohol.   
 
R6: 25:05-25:59: Yes it is if I am in car and still want to play cards or 
participate in drinking games, just as before if there were - as there 
are no one (non-alcoholic beers) in our Friday bar, but if there 
where, than I could consider choosing one once a while, if I decided 
to stay at the Friday bar for a longer period of time if the atmosphere 
is good, then a non-alcoholic alternative would be great.  
 
R7: 10:04-10:18: (Does it add more charme to the occasion if you 
drink something with alcohol than without?)  I do not think it gives 
more charme, but it is the effect by sitting with a beer (with alcohol) - 
you know - all together and chill.  
 
 

Appropriateness  R1: 06:28-06:32/06:48-07:09 (So there are family-values 
determining how appropriate it is?); yes; If we are out, then it is 
different. Even if it is with the family, something just happens. It is 
like another stage or context, where drinking beer - for some reason 
- suddenly is okay.   
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R2: 18:46-19:12: well it might be those values we have in our family 
due to alcohol problems in the family history [...]  
 
R3: 06:03-06:23: [...] You still want to behave when you are with 
colleagues. So, it might not be as naturally to drink as if you were 
with your family.  
 
 R4: 08:52-09:15: I just think you have a different relationship (with 
colleagues) than with friends, cause colleagues are work-related 
and I just think it comes naturally that you would like to be - I do not 
know - to be perceived… well.. you just do not want to be the topic 
the next day.  
 
 
R5: 14:55-15:51: I would not say status, but there is a difference 
(drinking with friends vs. colleagues) as you have to remember that 
while being with colleagues, those persons have some professional 
expectations for you, which you need to fulfill the following day, so 
for Christmas dinners or Friday bars, I automatically draw a line (due 
to alcohol) than if I were with friends.  
 
R6: 14:33-14:53: (Okay, so there might be some underlying 
assumptions/norms that you just do not that?) Yes - [...] - but in my 
mom’s family, you just do not that. If you drive, you do not touch 
alcohol at all, no matter whether it is in the morning and you drive at 
the evening 
 
R7: 03:12-03:30: Well… no, not in that way, but if I am with my mom 
or my sister, I would rather want a big Coke than a beer and... yes... 
(Is it because it do not seem appropriate to consume a beer with the 
family?)  Yes.  
 
R7: 06:21-06:36: (Excellent - do you have a car?); Yes I have; (Does 
it have any influence on your choice when you out for dinner?); Yes, 
I do not drink when I have to drive. (Is that a total no go or?); That is 
a total no go, yes.  
 

Efficiency  
R2: 19:18-19:30: On the day? There I would choose a beer, if I had 
nothing to do afterwards, but elsee I would not choose a beer.   
 
R3: 01:43-02:03: Because I am not interesting in drinking that early 
on the day, because you might get a bit tired when consuming 
alcohol and if you have things to do afterwards, it just do not fit.  
 
R4: 04:45-04:58: [...] but otherwise I would say it (consuming alcohol 
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during daytime) would be a waste of time. 
 
R5: 04:20-05:25: [...] It also depends on what I have for the rest of 
the day. If it is in the evening, where most of the day has gone, but if 
it is lunch - which is in the middle of the day - well then you do not 
know what might happen the rest of the day [...] 
 
R6: 07:47-08:28: (Can it maybe have something to do with how 
alcohol affects you, so it might disturb what you can do the rest of 
the day?) Yes - that might have an impact [....]  
 
 

Relaxation R1 02:25-02:30: It was used to relax with.  
 
R1: 32:48-33:08  Yes it would create a more loose atmosphere and 
you get a more relaxed relationship to each other in regards of what 
we talk about, how we feel, which a non-alcoholic beer might not 
create.  
 
R2: 05:50-06:00: Not necessarily affected but yes, if you do not have 
anything elsee for the day, it (beer) is fine as a relaxation-gimmick.  
 
R2: 33:45-34:03: [So you would prefer the non-alcoholic beer at 
lunch?] Yes, because it is the middle of the day and you have some 
other preferences there compared to the evening. At evening it is 
more like; now we are going to relax and we should get some 
alcohol.   
 
R3:03:12-03:40: Well it is just to relax - then you can get one or two. 
There is just something cozy of drinking alcohol, even if the 
boyfriend/partner did not do it. Especially like a Friday evening.  
 
R4: 26:42-26:58: (Is it because of the relaxing effect of alcohol?) 
Yes it is the entire atmosphere and if you have to go for it, then you 
choose something with alcohol.  
 
R5: 49:20-49:57: Yes it makes a significant difference for a person 
like me, who might be shy or quiet, and who might open up and who 
might work better in social context, if there has been some alcohol 
involved. It helps to loosen up.  
 
R6: 10:54-11:10: (Is it as a reward or to chill with?) I think it is to 
create a loose atmosphere, to relax with it and get a break from the 
every day. And then I experience that my friends often orders 
alcohol, so I feel I can allow myself to do that.  
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R7: 17:41-17:58: Well... I think so, because if you go to a Friday bar 
[...] you arrive and you have at least one beer, because - why elsee 
should you go for a Friday bar? It is just - there is just something 
about it, but you have to have something with alcohol.  
 
R7: 04:19-04:34: (Okay - so for lunch with the family, it is not found 
appropriate [to consume beer with alcohol], no matter whether it is 
an every day or in weekends, but at special occasions, as the 
holiday, where you know that you have nothing to do and it is for 
relaxation, then you could consider it?) Yes.  
 
 
 

Professional 
behavior 

R1: 07:28-08:05: if we starts with the colleagues, it would typically 
be work related [lunch], so it happens we get a beer but typically we 
sticks to non-alcoholic goods. And if it is with family out for lunch, for 
some reasons which I can not explain, the setting  changes and you 
easilier gets a beer when you are out as the context is different.  
 
R1: 09:24-09:48: Well yes, you do not have these professionnelle 
abstinence as with the colleagues for lunch.  Here (dinner with 
friends) you can grab a beer and enjoy it, so the social context is 
different [...]  
 
R2: 16:42-17:12: [[...] why would it be more natural for you to drink 
with your friends than colleagues?]; I believe it is because you know 
each other in another way. You (friends and yourself) are closer to 
each other so you know each other better, while it would hold back 
while being with colleagues.  
 
R3:06:03-06:24: [Any difference between drinking with your 
colleagues and family?] Yes - yes there is. But it is probably due to 
how the alcohol might affect you, right? You would like to behavior in 
a proper manner when being with your colleagues. It is just not as 
natural to drink as if your are with your family.   
 
R4: 09:15-09:35: (So there might be a professional status, you 
would like to uphold?) Yes exactly (...).  
 
R5: 14:55-15:51: I would not say status, but there is a difference 
(drinking with friends vs. colleagues) as you have to remember that 
while being with colleagues, those persons have some professional 
expectations for you, which you need to fulfill the following day, so 
for christmas dinners or Friday bars, I automatically draw a line (due 
to alcohol) than if I where with friends.  
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R6: 14:33-14:53: (Okay, so there might be some underlying 
assumptions/norms that you just do not that?) Yes - [...] - but in my 
moms family, you just do not that. If you drive, you do not touch 
alcohol at all,  no matter whether it is in the morning and you drive at 
the evening.  
 
R7: 22:00-22:32: Yes - I think it is because I would rarely order a 
non-alcoholic beer or a beer if I where out with the family. [...] it is 
just not okay that I order something with alcohol, so I would rather 
order a non-alcoholic beer if it is.  
 

Social bonding 
(Positive) 

R1: 32:48-33:08  Yes it would create a more loose atmosphere and 
you get a more relaxed relationship to each other in regards of what 
we talk about, how we feel, which a non-alcoholic beer might not 
create.  
 
R1: 34:38-35:11: [would not choose a non-alcoholic beer; why?] 
Because of the context: There is an entire history about 3rd half time 
like; now we get a beer, right?, before we move on. We just sit and 
chill  in the locker room, so there is this story about the social event; 
the scene is set. 
 
R2: 31:03-31:30: (But the primary explanation for why you have put 
it in “never” is that there is something social attached to the 
consumption of alcohol?); Yes, exactly. (And do you lose some of 
the social by drinking something without alcohol?); Well yes, if you 
have some expectations when you go to the Friday bar and the 
alcohol is just more fun and it is often a part of it.   
 
R3:14:52-15:28: [The respondent would always choose a beer 
during Friday bar to reach the “next-level” with friends/colleagues 
and to bond with them].  
 
R4: 35:39-36:08: (And it is partly to socialize but also because, if you 
do not drink, you just can not enter “the next level”?) Exactly.  
 
R5: 23:53-24:27: I have put it on often as we - in the company I am 
in now - have a Friday bar and I like to go down there and get one 
(beer). 24:53-25:44: [...] but have it been a tough week and there 
have been some boring days, it might be a good time to join the 
Friday bar and talk about the week [...].  
 
R6: 20:25-20:40: (So it (non-alcoholic beer) would be a fine 
replacement to make you feel as part of the group and avoid 
alcohol?) Yes - if I were not in the mood for a soda but would feel 
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like a part of it, then I could think about it.  
 
R7: 12:51-13:31: [...] - I think it could be fun in another way, because 
you are more loose  and laughs of more if you have had alcohol 
than if you are sober and you talk about other things - that is at least 
my experience, when I have had one or two (beers) [...]  
 

Bonding (negative, 
non-alcohol) 

R1: 32:08-32:30: It would not take so many units (Of beers) before I 
could feel on the atmosphere as not being at the same level as my 
friends. So even if I could choose a non-alcoholic beer for some of 
the reasons as mentioned before, it would not take so much time 
before I would not be feeling as part of it (group) anymore.  
 
R2: 12:50-12:57: It just gets different, when people have consumed 
alcohol.  
 
R3:14:27-14:52: [Did you feel left out at any point (cause you did not 
drink)?] Well yes - Yes I did, and I think it is naturally because you 
are not at the same level (alcohol) as they are (friends, colleagues) 
when they have consumes alcohol. But it, well, it is something you 
choose if your decide not to drink.   
 
R4: 29:54-30:21: Well I do not know - but I would choose an alcohol-
free beer to feel a part of it instead of water, but the atmosphere is 
just not the same without alcohol.   
 
R6: 20:40-21:00: (Now you say “feel a part of it”? Would you not feel 
as part of the group, if you were out with friends at evening and you 
drank soda while the others drank beers?) No I would not feel as 
part of the group in the same way, because the others have 
something to share [...].  
 
R7: 21:04-21:12: (No? So you do not believe it creates the same 
socializing effect by sitting with a water than with a beer?); Well… 
no, I do not think so. (Would you feel more a part of the group, if you 
had an non-alcoholic beer?) Yes.   
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Fulfillment of 
expectations 

R1: 11:16-11:23: Yes there are some expectations; if we go out for 
dinner, you might as well get a beer or something elsee with alcohol.  
 
R1: 15:13-15:38. [...] it has been and still is a custom to get wine or 
something with alcohol for the food, it just is in the cards that you get 
something with alcohol for the dinner. 
 
R2: 29:30-30:13: [Okay - If we take a look at the Pub, which you 
have put in “Never” where it before were found at “Always”, why 
have it changed?] .. [...] ... You have some expectations of when you 
go to a pub or a Friday bar, you get some alcohol and a more loose  
relations”.  
 
R2: 22:16-23:05: [Yes in regards of pressure, it should be 
understand as expectations in regards of how appropriate it is to 
consume alcohol]. I would not call it pressure but maybe 
reconciliation of expectations, but you are completely right in 
regards of whether it is of importance whom I am with [... ].  
 
R3:09:50-10:13: [Okay so you need to feel a degree of social accept 
before your drink something with alcohol in the middle of the day 
and you would rather not be the one to suggest alcohol at that time 
of day?] Yes I would rather have that we could agree on whether or 
not we decided to drink alcohol.  
 
R4: 12:23-12:42: (So there might be some expectations attached to 
the concept of going out or meeting Friday evening to consume 
alcohol?) Yes you can say it like that - unless you have 
expected/agreed something elsee.  
 
R5: 18:03-18:10: (So there is some expectations, which sets the 
frames for how much you allow yourself to drink?) yes.  
 
R6: 24:21-24:47: (Yes? So there might be some pressure of 
expectations and you might feel a bit left out, if you do not drink 
alcohol?) Yes that is right - that is how it is, because if the mood is 
as it is. People at my age might be okay with it, but it is more the 
personal feeling about it.  
 
R7: 17:32-17:56: (Great - Do you think there are some expectations 
amongst your friends that you should have alcohol, if you went to a 
pub?); Defintely. (How about at the Friday bar?); Well... I think so, 
because if you go to a Friday bar [...] you arrive and you have at 
least one beer, because - why elsee should you go for a Friday bar? 
It is just - there is just something about it, but you have to have 
something with alcohol. 

Table 2 - Consequence 
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Based upon the attributes (A´s) and environmental factors (EF´s) alongside the consequences 

of these (C´s), the following value map is created. To generate the final values as determining 

factors of the participants behaviors, the theories presented in section 1.6 Choice of Theories 

and chapter 3: Theories are used as support for the three core elements; self-indulgence,  

preservation of status and feeling of belonging.  

 
Self-indulgence is perceived in regards of self-actualization found at the top of the pyramid of 

needs (Maslow et al. 2012). This focus on happiness can be a long term goal as the sum of 

total events throughout the life in which the individual seeks to optimize his or her happiness 

in a given situation. This value is triggered by the consequences of relaxation, enjoyment, 

efficiency and social bonding, as these consequences appeals to and supports the self-

indulgence and the seeking for happiness.  

 

Status as an fundamental value is supported by Maslow's pyramids of needs as well as 

Kenrick et al. (2010)´s theory of fundamental motives; Attaining and preserving status is 

perceived to be a fundamental element of the human nature in regards of the herd-mentality. 

The status of the individual differs amongst the groups, which the individual are being a part 

of whether these are friends, colleagues or family for examples, but the status also changes 

over time in regards of time or maturing, level of “competing” individuals and the intensity of 

the group. This value is attached to the consequences; Appropriateness, fulfillment of 

expectations, social bonding, professional behavior & acceptance, as the social bonding in 

terms of being with other humans acts in the interest of the herd-mentality attached to the 

human subconscious and by being with others, one are able to attain and preserve or amplify 

one´s status, either amongst friends, the family of the individual or a partners family and finally 

colleagues.   

 

Feeling of belonging is closely linked to Status, but belonging to a group is perceived as being 

are more fundamental value than status as you have to be a part of a group to begin with 

before you can consider the status to be a goal or need. Like with wolf packs or other herd 

animals; you can either stand alone and your chances of survival and success would - 

everything else alike - be lower than if you are part of group as the group can provide you with 

physical as well as psychological support strengthening the feeling of safety and enable the 

fulfillment for other needs such as esteem and self-actualization or motives like mate 

acquisition and finally parenting. This value is therefore attached to the consequences of 

appropriateness, social bonding, professional behavior, acceptance, fulfillment of 

expectations & enjoyment  
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Fig. 5: Hierarchical Value Map 

5.3 Analysis of findings 

Based upon the findings as shown in section 5.1 Survey findings and 5.2 Interview findings 

combined  with the theories presented in chapter 3 Theories, consensus is sought to be found 

in regards of four focus points; Occasion & time,   

perception & taste, preference groups and social consumption. 

  

The survey results gives an indication of an age group aware of the importance of being 

healthy, but at the same time they are not willing to give up alcohol consumption, despite its 

isolated unhealthy aspects. This indicates as wish for  to balance a healthy lifestyle with weekly 

training combined with the enjoyment of fast-food and alcohol consumption. This can be 

explained in regards of the key profession of the participants who have been included; they 

are all students at either high school or a university. This means they are amongst others at 

the same age and profession as them self and the number of social occasions in which 

alcohol- and fast food consumption are generally expected to be higher than younger (0-17) 

and older (30+) age groups, who might have children and more responsibility and therefore 

less time for or focus on them self.   
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5.3.1 Occasion & time 

Time of day and year alongside place are two important essential factors for the participants 

when it comes to deciding whether or not to drink. Overall, summer is expected to be the 

period of the year, in which the participants expects to consume most beers which also fits 

with the general data for the population (Felhlot, 2017). In regards of the time at the day, it 

stands clear - based on both survey and interview findings - that consuming a beer before 

afternoon is not perceived as being acceptable or without concerns.  

 

This is partly due to the effect, which the alcohol has on one's ability to perform for the rest of 

the day and the fear of being unable to fulfill expectations for proper behavior amongst others, 

if there are plans to be with others during the day or something unexpected might happen as 

an invitation or a sudden drop-by visit. For the same reasons, consuming a beer during the 

evening for dinner or to relax with is perceived to be more acceptable than earlier at the day 

for the reasons just mentioned, but even though a beer at the evening might be more 

acceptable, the general consensus is that a beer should be consumed while being with others. 

All of the participants agrees to this and the same result is found in question 13 and 14 of the 

survey, see appendix 1 – Survey Findings.  

 

Furthermore comes the occasion in terms of the place and the values or settings attached to 

it. As the sentences of section 5.2 Interview findings and hierarchical value mapping and the 

answers of question 13 indicates (ibid.), the cinema - despite the possibility to buy beers 

without alcohol - is not perceived to be the ideal place for a beer as the places is not aligned 

with the consumption of beers. All of the interview participants found the idea of drinking a 

beer during a movie weird and not suitable for the occasion because of the habits and 

expectations of taking a trip in cinema, while - on the hand - a visit a pub were attached with 

expectations of buying alcohol, especially beers.  

 

These two scenarios are both social occasions affected by underlying assumptions and habits 

developed through time. One could argue it was the alcohol, which were the reason for this 

avoidance of beers during a cinema trip, as alcohol is affecting one's behavior in terms of the 

intoxication and might lead to conversations, which are not preferable during a movie in 

opposition to a pub visit, but as the alcohol-free alternative were presented for a cinema trip 

during the interviews, the same rejection happened across all of the interviews; a beer is just 

not suitable for cinema amongst 18-30 year olds because of the set of expectations attached 

to the occasion. Even though, the alcohol-free beer at first were rejected as an alternative 

during social occasions with the intention to get drunk, the alcohol-free beer were also viewed 
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as a possibility for having a break from alcohol during the evening without the risk of being 

mocked (Appendix 2: Interview – R7: 26:47-27;15).  

5.3.2 Perception and taste 

The general perception of non-alcoholic beers amongst the participants is not all out positive. 

The majority of the survey participants have not found a satisfying non-alcoholic alternative in 

regards of unsatisfying taste of the alcohol-free alternatives or simply have not tasted an 

alcohol-free beer yet. In regards of why the taste is of importance, this is explained by the 

cost-benefit optimization which the organism/customers intuitive accomplish when deciding 

what to drink or buy (Kotler et al. 2012); if the perceived benefit of the good is not exceeding 

the perceived costs of it (monetary price, symbolic risk as well as health aspect in regards of 

calories), then the customer do not choose the current good and a number of comments 

indicates this as shown in appendix 1´s text field section after question 23 and some of these 

are listed below;   

 

Danish Translations 

“Jeg forstår slet ikke pointen med 

alkoholfrie øl. Personligt vil jeg 

hellere drikke vand, hvis det skal 

være alkoholfrit”  

“I don't get the idea of alcohol-free 

beers. Personally, I would rather 

drink water if it has to be without 

alcohol”.  

“Ikke ændret til positiv opfattelse af 

alkoholfri øl, da det ikke er ting jeg 

lægger vægt på ift. øl indtag. Smag 

og afslappende virkning er i fokus”  

“It hasn´t change my perception of 

non-alcoholic beers to positive, as it 

is not factors which I rely on in 

regards of my beer consumption. 

Taste and the relaxing effect is in 

focus”  

“Sjældent, fordi smagen er dårlig”  “Rarely, because the taste is bad”  

“Jeg kan ikke lide smagen af 

alkoholfrie øl. De er alle kedelige 

pilsnere med for høj maltsmag. der 

mangler både udvalget og 

smagsnuancerne som findes i alm. 

øl typer.”  

“I do not like the taste of alcohol-free 

beers. They are all boring pilsners 

with to much taste of malt. What 

lacks are both alternatives and 

flavors found amongst regular types 

of beer.”  
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“Alkoholfri øl smager bare ikke ret 

godt, så hellere drikke noget andet 

alkoholfrit”  

“Alcohol-free beer just do not taste 

well, so rather drink something elsee 

without alcohol”.  

Table 3: Perception of non-alcoholic beers amongst survey-participants 

 

All of these comments indicates one thing amongst those participants who have not found an 

alcohol-free beer which they like; the taste is simply not good and satisfying enough. If the 

taste is not enjoyable or pleasant and if the level of alcohol is 0,05% or lower, the customers 

do not get any perceived benefit of drinking these alcohol-free alternatives, either due to the 

taste alone or the absence of alcohol and therefore the perceived benefit of the product do not 

exceed the perceived costs, resulting in a rejection of the alcohol-free beer (Ibid.).  
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5.3.3 The preference groups 

In regards of the preference groups it stands clear that the participants have a hierarchy in 

which they prefer to consume alcohol; being with colleagues has a mean value of 7,60, while 

being with family scores 8,04 and finally being with friends 9,47 (Appendix 1 – Survey 

Findings). This is explained in terms of the bond between the participant and the given 

preference group. In regards of colleagues, the job or profession is what connects the 

participant to his or her colleagues and as a consequence of the current profession combined 

with the place in the hierarchy and the cultural values of the organization, drinking alcohol 

amongst colleagues is perceived with moderation as the participants wants to uphold their role 

or status. This is supported by the uncovered values of in the hierarchical value map based 

upon the interviews in appendix 1 and found by sentences in section 5.2 Interview findings 

and hierarchical value mapping 

 

The same importance of preserving a specific role or status is also the reason for why drinking 

with the family is lower than the score of drinking with friends, but the score is higher amongst 

family members than colleagues due to the safer environment and lower risk when it comes 

to consuming alcohol with one's family. It can further be explained by fundamental needs and 

motives in regards of the need for safety and belonging and therefore the wish to avoid 

awkward moments or unfitting behavior, damaging one’s status in the preference group. None 

of the participants have made any notifications of fear for being bullied by colleagues or family 

members if they should choose an alcoholic beer in the middle of the day while having a lunch, 

but all of them express concerns in regards of what their colleagues or family members might 

think of them, if they should decide to do so. For that reasons, the participants decide to limit 

their alcohol consumption while being with the family and colleagues compared to being with 

their friends as indicated by the results of section 5.2 Interview findings and hierarchical value 

mapping.   

 

The lower intensity of attachment with one’s friends and the absence of a hierarchy amongst 

friends compared to family or with colleagues are the two key reasons for why alcohol 

consumption amongst friends have scored 9,47 on the scale. Amongst friends, which can vary 

from lifelong friendships since the kindergarten to vapor friends or fellow students, there are 

typical no need to uphold status due to the absence of power-relations. Being with best friends, 

who have known each other since kindergarten, creates the feeling of safety and belonging 

as with the family, but the absence of a hierarchy and therefore absence of limiting 

expectations are the sole reasons for why alcohol consumption with friends scores higher than 

with the family.  
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The same is applicable when it comes to superficial friendships or acquaintances such as the 

majority of fellow students as there are no hierarchy and therefore no role or status to defend 

or achieve. Here, alcohol consumption - as with the other preference groups - can be used as 

a tool to create social bonds by overcoming shyness and intensify the social relations as 

indicated in hierarchical value map model found in section 5.2 Interview findings and 

hierarchical value mapping. 

5.3.4 Social consumption  

As the score of appropriateness in regards of alcohol consumption is highest while being with 

friends, this can be explained by the theory of social consumption and the hierarchical value 

map alongside statements from the interviews.  

 

Being with friends is attached with a different set of expectations amongst the group members 

and oneself in regards of proper behavior and while being with friends, where no hierarchy is 

found to be established amongst any of the participants, hanging out with friends are done in 

expectations of enjoyment but also to bond with others, refreshing and strengthening the 

feeling of being part of a group to which the individual do feel safe. 

 

As pointed out earlier, the time of the day affects the appropriateness of consuming alcohol 

as the consumption of alcohol during the day compared to the evening, is perceived to be of 

a lower appropriateness as indicated by its score in the survey findings and the statements 

found across the interviews. But while being with friends, the consumption of alcohol are 

perceived to have a high social effect. Not only do the participants expects others to drink, 

they also want to drink by themselves but do also feels expectations, while being with others 

- friends or colleagues - who decides to drink. Primarily, the choice to drink is not perceived to 

be because of social pressure directly, but rather indirectly as the participants explains the 

wish to feel being a part of the mood and atmosphere while being with social groups 

consuming alcohol, as the intoxication creates a loose atmosphere with the place to bond and 

strengthen relations;  
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Danish Translations 

R1: 32:46-33:08  

 

Ja der kommer jo en mere - ja - loose 

stemning og man får et mere afslappet 

forhold til hinanden i forhold til det vi taler om, 

hvordan vi har det, som der måske, måske 

ikke, ville komme ved alkoholfrie øl.  

R1: 32:46-33:08  

 

Yes it would create a more loose atmosphere 

and you get a more relaxed relationship to 

each other in regards of what we talk about, 

how we feel, which a non-alcoholic beer 

might not create.  

R4: 29:54-30:21:  

 

Jamen det ved jeg ikke, men jeg ville nok 

vælge en alkoholfri øl for at føle mig som en 

del af det fremfor en vand, men stemningen 

er bare ikke det samme uden alkohol. 

R4: 29:54-30:21:  

 

Well I do not know - but I would choose an 

alcohol-free beer to feel a part of it instead 

of water, but the atmosphere is just not the 

same without alcohol. 

R5: 49:20-49:57:  

 

Ja der har det en mærkbar forskel for en 

person som mig, der måske er lidt mere 

indadvendt og som stille og roligt åbner op 

og som fungerer bedre i sociale 

sammenhænge, hvis der har været lidt 

alkohol med. Det hjælper til at løsne nogle 

hæmninger og dæmme op for 

usikkerheden. 

R5: 49:20-49:57:  

 

Yes it makes a significant difference for a 

person like me, who might be shy or quiet, 

and who might open up and who might work 

better in social context, if there has been 

some alcohol involved. It helps to loosen up 

Table 4: Alcohol as socializing element 

 

But that said, the social pressure is a factor with a sudden effect as seen by the section Survey 

Findings -  question 22 and 23 - but the individual do not feel a loss of status by saying no to 

alcohol once in a while, if the person do not feel for it or if the individual have plans as excuses. 

At first, it appears appears to be accepted by the Danes of 18-30 years until and unless the 

frequency of avoidance increases. As it appears to be, there are are positive relationship 

between how often a person participates with social groups and how frequent the same person 

can or are willing to skip alcohol. To compare, while being with friends are perceived to be a 

stronger social group than colleagues, the participants felt more safe or comfortable by 
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skipping alcohol than while being with colleagues, as the number of social occasions in which 

drinking would be expected and found acceptable are fewer in the group of colleagues than 

friends. Therefore, the participants - regardless of each others opinions - are agree that 

participating in these rare occasions and choosing alcohol during these are important in 

regards of the effect of social consumption and the bonding effect. This is an interesting but 

suitable factor, as the overall perception found amongst participants - survey as well as 

interviews - is that participating and consuming alcohol with colleagues is rated lower than 

with friends (Appendix 1: Survey Findings - Question 9-12+13).   
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5.4 Answering of research questions  

 
Question 1. Behavior: How is the drinking pattern amongst 18-30 year old Danes in regards 

of beer consumption due to different social scenarios?  

 

As the results of question 9-12+13 indicates, the 18-30 year old Danes have a preference for 

drinking beers with friends and colleagues above family as mentioned in section 5.3 Analysis 

of findings - social consumption. The social group is one of the determining factors found to 

have an affect, as drinking alone overall is perceived as inappropriate for alcoholic goods like 

a beer with an alcohol content on averagely 4,5% (Ibid. question 12-13), which is supported 

by the indication of beers to be something to be enjoyed in social gatherings (Ibid. question 

14). But even thus having other peoples around, the degree of social contact must be of a 

sudden personal level to make the consumption of alcohol appropriate as it is not the mere 

presence of other humans that makes the difference (Ibid. question 14 + Appendix 3 - HVM).  

 

The degree of social contact is one thing, but the social contact is not enough as the occasion 

and time of day are also affecting the pattern of consumption. As the survey results indicates 

how inappropriate it would be to drink a beer during a visit at the cinema or home alone 

(Appendix 1; Survey Findings - Question 13), and indicates how alcohol consumption during 

midday for lunch, a visit or alone are not perceived to be a proper time for beers, while it is 

evaluated more positive if the time of day is moved too the evening or if others are choosing 

alcoholic drinks during daytime (Ibid - Question 12 + 16).  

 

The reasons for these effects in regards of the level of social attachment, time of day and 

occasion might be explained due to different reasons. The effect of the social attachment or 

reference group could be explained by factors like status and the wish to fulfill underlying 

assumptions and expectations in the different reference groups (kotler et al. 2012), A unique 

set of values makes the cores of each reference group, determining the proper way to behave, 

express yourself and the social hierarchy if any (Ibid.). In a family, members have a life long 

connection and status in form of the social link and place in the social hierarchy either as being 

a parent or grandparent, a sibling or lonely child, but these changes over time from being a 

kid, teenager or adult with the parents eyes and expectations resting on one's behavior. 
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As the results found for question 9-12, the appropriateness of consuming alcohol while being 

with the family and colleagues than with friends being viewed as the most appropriate group 

to consume alcohol with (Appendix 1 - Survey Findings). This is furthermore supported by the 

results found during the interviews as shown in section 5.2 Interview findings and hierarchical 

value mapping (Appendix 2; Interviews). Even thus the degree of acceptance of consuming 

alcohol with one´s family varies amongst the participants, the general perception is to keep 

the consumption to a low level to avoid medium or heavy intoxication and thereby avoid 

uncontrolled behavior or the risk of “falling out of role”, damaging one's status fitting with the 

theory of fundamental needs and motives for belonging and gaining status to secure and 

improve one's own situations on short as well as long term.  

 

Furthermore comes the fundamental cultural norms in regards of appropriateness for alcohol 

consumption attached to the time of day. Drinking alcohol is perceived as a way to relax or as 

a tool to create social bonds and break down social barriers but each are attached to a social 

occasion being together with other people. Drinking alcohol alone or together with other during 

the day are not viewed as a positive signal amongst the participants due to the effect of alcohol 

and the signal value attached to drinking during daytime. 

 

Alcohol consumption during day is attached with social groups failing in society, being a 

burden for the society and consumption during the day, alone or with others consuming alcohol 

at day time, might - whether or not it might be true - signal a dependency of alcohol, being a 

social tabu and viewed as a negative value. At the same time, alcohol consumption during the 

day is not perceived amongst the participants to be appropriate due to the effect of alcohol 

and one's ability to perform the rest of the day.  

 

Having plans for the rest of the day - either alone or with others - or the chance of something 

turning up are both perceived as barriers for the consumption of alcohol during midday and 

the deadening effecting of alcohol is not aligned with the wish of getting something out of the 

day (Appendix 2 - Interviews). In contrast, consuming alcohol with others during the evening 

or after a days work is perceived as being more acceptable. This could be a beer during the 

Friday bar with friends or colleagues or during a dinner on a everyday evening with socials.   

 

Finally comes the occasion and the values attached to the specific occasion. Due to different 

factors forming the norms of the society, like movies, historical behaviors and experiences or 

trends, some occasions are perceived as more appropriate for alcohol consumption than 

others. This can seen in question 13 (Appendix 1 - Survey Findings) as well as in all of the 

interviews (Appendix 2 - Interviews), where a trip to the cinema is not viewed as an appropriate 
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place for a beer, while a lunch and an evening dinner are viewed as far more suitable 

occasions for the consumption of alcohol.  

 

This might be explained by the goal of the occasion; in a cinema, you go there to enjoy some 

time either alone or with socials but it is also a norm to be quiet and to enjoy the history told 

in the film, while having a lunch or dinner is a person to person event with the goal to refresh 

and strengthen social connections and here - depending on the time of day - alcohol might 

work as a way to relax and create enjoyment through the light intoxication and this effect of 

alcohol might not be suitable for the norms attached to the cinema. On the other hand, the 

data indicates that an evening with friends at home or at a bar are perceived as the most 

appropriate occasions for alcohol consumption as the goal for these are to have a good time 

and reach joy as a group and as individual through the group. Here, the participants can 

consume alcohol to reinforce the enjoyment with light or heavy intoxication depending on the 

amount or concentration of alcohol consumed.  

 

So each occasion is attached with a set of expectations as fundamental norms, affecting the 

choice of each individual in regards of how much alcohol should be consumed as indicated by 

the hierarchical value map in section “5.2 Interview findings and hierarchical value mapping”. 

For the same reason, consumption of non-alcoholic beers are perceived differently than the 

consumption of alcoholic beers, which the following section will elaborate when answering 

research question number two.  
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Question 2. Impression: How is the awareness and perception of non-alcoholic beers 

amongst young Danes?  

Awareness:  

Nearly 71,53% of the participants had tried one or more alcoholic beer brands but only 34% 

of these had found one they liked (Appendix 1: Survey Findings - Question 17+18). Thereby 

only 38 of the total 144 participants have found a non-alcoholic beer which they find satisfying 

in regards of taste. This indicates the taste to be a future point of focus for the brewer-

companies like Carlsberg, as the taste is found to be one of the key attributes (Appendix 3 - 

HVM). The majority of the 38 persons said that Carlsberg Nordic where the non-alcoholic beer 

which they found to be satisfying, but as the survey results furthermore indicates, the 

awareness of non-alcoholic beers seems to be centered around domestic produced beers with 

Carlsberg being the most recognized;  

 

 

Table 5: Awareness of non-alcoholic beer brands amongst survey-participants 

 

This fits with the point of domestic brands being most popular or recognized in a population 

(Kotler et al. 2012), combined with the possible explanation - taking the new position of non-

alcoholic as a business unit in regards - that domestic companies might tend to be the 

strongest adversitisers of new products at home than on foreign markets before seeking to 

expand  onwards with the new business unit. This can explain why the young Danes 

awareness of domestic brands is higher than foreign brands.   

Despite that 71,35% of the participants had tried to drink a non-alcoholic beer, the general 

knowledge of the non-alcoholic beers were low as the majority of the participants did not knew 

any of the beneficial sites of non-alcoholic beers in regards of lower calories as effect of the 

absence of alcohol and the possible use of non-alcoholic beers as a tool to recover after 

intense workout or that non-alcoholic beers are more healthy in regards of the amounts of 
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nutritions and low amount calories in comparison to regular beers with alcohol or soft soda 

filled with sugar. The information of these benefits where perceive to have a positive effect on 

the perception of non-alcoholic beers for 46,53% of the participants while 53,47% did not 

perceive it to have any effect (Appendix 1: Survey Findings - Question 20-21). Furthermore, 

the low awareness might also be due to low awareness of non-alcoholic beers in public as the 

majority of the survey participants answered “partly disagree” and “Do not know” for the 

question “There are good possibilities to buy a non-alcoholic beer when you are at a restaurant 

or in town for the night” (Ibid.: question 22).   

 

Perception  

As it turns out during the survey as well as the interviews, non-alcoholic beers are not 

perceived as a bad idea in general, but with the current level of awareness and  and approval 

rate of 34% as mentioned above, the problem is the unsatisfying taste as pointed out by the 

interview-participants in section 5.2 Interview findings and hierarchical value mapping and 

survey-participants in section 5.3 Analysis of findings - perception and taste alongside the lost 

value of removing the alcohol. As pointed out by the participants, drinking a beer is partly done 

due to the taste but also due to the alcohol - which for a good order's sake is a part of the taste 

- adding value to the product in terms of the light toxication, lifting the mood and lowering of 

barriers as consequences. Without the alcohol, a non-alcoholic beer is perceived to be in line 

with a soft soda or similar non-alcoholic goods and if the taste of the non-alcoholic beers are 

not found satisfying, the non-alcoholic alternative stands to loose in favor of alternative 

products. Having that said, non-alcoholic beers might not be perceived as clean substitutes 

for regular beers, because as the majority of interview-participants argues, the non-alcoholic 

beers might be suitable for breaks during the evening without the risk of standing out with a 

bottle of mineral water;  

Danish English 

R6: 26:34-27:01:  

Jamen det er faktisk et godt spørgsmål… jeg 

tror det er fordi man er så vant til at det skal 

være alkoholbaseret og det er ikke fordi folk 

bliver påvirket af de der spil, hvor man tage 

ren tager hver 10. minut, men der er alligevel 

et eller andet over det. Så tror jeg også at 

man føler sig som en del af det, for hvis alle 

ved at man sidder og drikker en Fanta, så er 

R6: 26:34-27:01 

Well that's actually a good question ... I think 

it's because you are so used to being 

alcohol-based and it's not because people 

are affected by those games where you take 

zip every 10th minute, but there is still 

something about it. So I also think that you 

feel like part of it, because if everyone knows 

that you sit and drink a Fanta, then it is not 
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det ikke det samme, men hvis man nu drikker 

en øl, selvom der ikke er alkohol i, så tror jeg, 

at det ville føles mere naturligt. 

the same, but if you now drink a beer even if 

there is no alcohol in it, then I believe it would 

feel more natural. 

 

R1: 31:18-31:44 

Mhm ...  tjo umiddelbart ja, så tror jeg godt at 

det kunne give samme effekt (at vælge en 

alkoholfri øl fremfor en almindelig øl). Det er 

måske ikke selve alkoholen men det at 

drikke en øl, eller noget der minder om en øl, 

så det er nok den sociale kontekst der gør 

det.  

R1: 31:18-31:44 

Mhm ...well immediately yes, then I think it 

could give the same effect (to choose an 

alcohol-free beer rather than a regular beer). 

It may not be the alcohol itself, but rather the 

thing you drink drink a beer or something 

reminiscent of a beer, so it's probably the 

social context that does it. 

 

Table 6: The symbolic value of a beer compared to water/soda  
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Furthermore, if a non-alcoholic beer is found and its taste is above a sudden personal level of 

approval, it might not only be found suitable for evenings but also during daytime or home 

alone;  

Danish English 

R1: 28:19-28:46 

(Er det pga. konteksten ift. midt på dagen? 

Fordi det midt på dagen sætter alkohol i bad 

standing?)  

 

Ja og som jeg talte om før med kollegaerne, 

når vi holder møder (frokost) og så videre, jo 

så kunne en sodavand, hvis de andre drikker 

øl, så kunne en alkoholfri godt erstatte 

sodavanden i det tilfælde.  

R1: 28:19-28:46 

(Is it because of the context in the middle of 

the day? Because the time of the day puts 

alcohol in bad standing?) 

 

Yes and as I talked about before with 

colleagues, when we hold meetings (lunch) 

and so on, so could a soda, if the others drink 

beer, then an alcohol-free beer could replace 

the soda in that case. 

R5: 39:12-39:24 

(Så hvis jeg forstår dig korrekt, så er du mere 

positivt stemt overfor den alkoholfrie øl end 

den alkoholbaserede øl, hvis du skulle vælge 

en derhjemme?)  

 

Ja hvis smagen er den samme, altså 

nydelseen er den samme, så ville jeg hellere 

det ja. 

 

R5: 39:12-39:24 

(So if I understand you correct, then you are 

more positive about the idea of a non-

alcoholic beer than the alcohol-based beer if 

you were to choose one at home?) 

 

Yes, if the taste is the same,  that would 

mean the pleasure is the same, then I would 

rather choose that, yes. 

 

R7 R7 

Table 7: Appropriateness of consuming non-alcoholic beers during daytime  
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Question 3. Arena affect: How do young Danes perception of regular and non-

alcoholic beers differ during different types of scenarios?   

 

Based on the interview findings and the value map created from the results, young Danes 

intended use of non-alcoholic beers do not seem to differ from the regular pattern in regards 

of alcoholic beers, as the choice of whether or not to drink a “beer” and the appropriateness 

of doing so during different occasions is attached to the concept of a beer, whether or not the 

alcohol is part of it.  

 

As the results indicates, none of the participants would consider af beer - regardless of the 

alcohol level - during a cinema-trip but a beer is perceived to be the standard choice when 

going to a pub. Being with others do not seems to chance the behavior when deciding what to 

drink during different times at day; a beer is still perceived as a rare choice when socializing 

during daytime, which might be explained by the intentions of getting most out of the day or to 

be ready for unforeseen incidents or because consuming a beer - with or without alcohol - is 

not evaluated to be an appropriate choice at that point of time.  

 

This, however, change with the time of day as the alcohol-free beer is perceived to be an 

alternative if attending a Friday bar and one have to drive home. Here, an alcohol-free beer 

can be used as the morally right choice, allowing a person the taste of a beer and still being 

able to drive home, plus choosing a beer - with or without alcoholic - is perceived to be adding 

more value than if one choose a soda or water for instance. A beer without alcohol seems to 

be found acceptable, despite its lack of alcohol might slightly lower the creation of social 

consumption value compared to what might have been possible, if all of the individuals where 

consuming alcohol even in small doses, but all of the participants argues that choosing a beer 

without alcohol is to prefer than water;: [...] but I would choose an alcohol-free beer to feel a 

part of it instead of water, but the atmosphere is just not the same without alcohol (Appendix 

2: Interviews - R4: 29:54-30:21).  

 

But when it comes to evenings containing alcohol, the alcohol-free alternative might be 

working for some but all of the participants mention the effect of not consuming alcohol; You 

just do not feel part of it after some time - you do not get to the “next level”.  
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Chp. 6) Discussion of results and future research  

As the analysis based on a set of qualitative materials found a spectrum of soft spots in regards 

of social consumptions and how the individuals reacts to and perceived non-alcoholic beers, 

a few more of these soft spots have appeared as important points to be taking into 

considerations when seeking to generalize the results of this thesis. These spots include the 

level of self-confidence, the social strength of a group, having a partner or not, having children 

or not, the amount of time for socializing and the national cultural perception of non-alcoholic 

beers.  

 

6.1 Social consumption and self-awareness 

As it appears, the results stand clear of how aware the young Danes are in regards of alcohol-

free beers and how these are perceived at the current moment. The results indicate room for 

growth potential as the non-alcoholic beers seems able to fill out gaps in which alcoholic-beers 

either a) do not seem as appropriate choices or b) in which non-alcoholic beers might be 

suitable as an alternative or as a mix with the use of alcoholic beers.  

 

As lunch - out or at home - is per definition conducted during midday and the consumption of 

alcohol is not viewed as appropriate - unless the group-effect appears and everybody in the 

group decides to buy alcohol and none of these are having plans for the rest of the day -  then 

non-alcoholic beers seems as a suitable choice as it presents the individual with the chance 

to get the taste of beer but without the stigma of consuming alcohol.  

 

Furthermore, consuming a beer - with or without alcohol - can to be an important part of 

bonding with a social group as it is the concept of a beer which seems to make the difference. 

The interviewed participants all applied that drinking a beer made them feel as part of group 

while drinking something else - water or soda - did not have the same effect. The break point 

apparently only appears if the social gathering is stretching over time, because as the 

intoxication increases amongst the participants consuming alcoholic beers, the “gap” between 

the sober individual and the drunk or affected individual expands and leaves the sober 

individual unable to reach this “next level” as the interviewed participants tells about. So, for a 

limited time span, non-alcoholic beers is suitable to socialize with but they do not work as 

continuous fuel for the night out. Instead, non-alcoholic beers can be used as a supplement 

during the night. As respondent R7 mentioned (Appendix 2.7), the non-alcoholic beers might 

be suitable as “break-beers”, as the individual can shift from alcoholic to non-alcoholic beers 
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during an evening without the risk of losing social value, being looked at or asked unpleasant 

questions which a bottle of water might create as this - for some - can be perceived as a “mood 

killer”. As it appeared, some interview participants would prefer not to tell about their choice if 

they decided to drink a non-alcoholic beer during an evening while others where more open 

about it and did not perceived it to be a problem.  

 

At first as a personal factor, it can be argued that some individuals might be more sensitive 

than others in regards of what other peoples might think of the individual’s choice. This 

includes the level of self-confidence affecting how sensitive the individual is in regards of social 

feedback and reactions.  

 

A second factor, which might affect the choice of the individual and the persons evaluation of 

non-alcoholic beers as a possibility during a night out might be the age of the individual; A 

young person trying to socialize and bond with new persons might feel more forced to adapts 

its behavior in order to fit in, while an elder person might be more confident and aware of own 

values.  

 

A third element would be the strength of the social tie amongst the group members. Individual 

members of a weak group in which the members only know each other at the shallow level 

might find it more difficult to choose non-alcoholic beers during an evening out compared to a 

group of friends with strong ties, who might have known each other throughout five years as 

students at the same college. In the weak group, the social-consumption effect and the fear 

of feeling left out due to the gap as mentioned above or the social anxiety of how the other 

members might react upon a choice diverting form the majority of the group, the non-alcoholic 

beers might everything else alike be less of a choice compared to the strong group, in which 

the group members have strong ties due to a common history and therefor no longer feel the 

need to prove themselves for the rest of the group but instead feels safe and secure enough 

to a) choose differently from the other group members and b) divert from the majority choice 

if the group is socializing at a public place.    

 

 

But even thus the results appear clear, the group of participants is isolated to students. 

Therefore, the results do not necessarily account for the entire population as multiple factors 

are expected to affect the decision journey of the individual person and the individual’s 

considerations as part of the S-O-R model (Kotler et al. 2012).  
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6.2 Full time job as a factor 

It is argued that having a full-time job leaves less spare time for socializing compared being a 

student, as the life of students contains a higher flexibility than a full time job in regards of 

specified work hours, rules and deadlines and the social environment during a full time job is 

of a more serious character compared to the social environment during the life at a high school, 

college or university.  

As the results of the interviews have shown, the appropriateness for consuming alcohol while 

being with colleagues is overall judged to be lower than compared with other social groups 

like friends in terms of the absence of hierarchy with friends and expectations for professional 

behavior with colleagues. Therefore, as the time, which the individual spends amongst one 

social group with one set of expectations - such as friends during one´s time at college - to 

another group with a different set of expectations affection one's behavior - like colleagues, 

being a part of a company in which the individual is expected to perform in a professional 

manner – this is argued to alter the overall perception of non-alcoholic beers. Non-alcoholic 

beers might be found more accepted and suitable over time as it a) allows the taste of beer, 

which appeals to a fundamental attribute found in the hierarchical value map, b) the individual 

can enjoy the social benefits of a slight intoxication as most non-alcoholic beers contains 0,5% 

alcohol, which c) helps avoiding inappropriate behavior as the individual can enjoy the taste 

of beer without reaching a unrollable level of intoxicated and d) non-alcoholic beers gives the 

flexibility for the individual to enjoy social occasions with colleagues like a Friday bar without 

concerns of whether or not the individual is able to drive home afterwards.  

 

This is a factor of importance as it is argued this affects the individual’s choice in regards of 

frequency, amount and type of beers regarding price and alcohol percentage, but the overall 

results are still perceived to count despite the difference of occupation; students versus full-

time employees.  
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6.3 Partners and children 

Furthermore, this research project did not take into consideration of whether or how the 

individual’s awareness and perception of non-alcoholic beers might be affected by having a 

partner as this and the social occasions with the family-in-law might be of a different status in 

terms of a new social group compared to the three which have been tested in this project; 

family, friends and colleagues.  

 

While having a partner and a full-time job might influence the awareness and perception of 

non-alcoholic beers, a third element of factors expected to have an effect on one's perception 

of non-alcoholic beers is kids. As the majority of the participants - 98% - had no children, this 

is a factor which have to be considered in future research as it is argued having children affects 

your prioritization of time and resources. There is a gap between one's status as being a 

student, in which the individual only has him or herself to take care of - given the absence of 

a partner - and to be with a partner and having children. Suddenly, the individual has to change 

its prioritization of resources such as time and adapt the behavior after this. Having children 

to pick up after work do not leave room for one or more alcoholic beers at the Friday bar if one 

a) must drive and b) picking up your children at kindergarten or school after work. So, it must 

be researched how having children might affect the perception of the idea of non-alcoholic 

beers as it stands clear from this research project that the taste has to be suitable and be 

within a span of satisfaction, before these non-alcoholic alternatives are even considered as 

an option.  

 

Finally, future research must consider to what degree it is the alcohol or the choice of drinking 

a beer that matters. As pointed out in the beginning of this section, a non-alcoholic beer might 

not enable the individual to reach the “next level” but how is the groups awareness of the 

individual's choice to drink a non-alcoholic beer affecting the social value created during the 

evening? This needs to be tested as the social effect appears to have an impact in terms of 

expectations and the degree of belonging. So, this might be a value barrier which the brewers 

have to consider how to overcome; how to make it fair saying no to alcohol but yes to the 

social life without the need of excuses? This must be considered from a marketing perspective 

as the fundamental expectations attached to beers needs a change before non-alcoholic beers 

might be broadly accepted at the same social occasions as alcoholic-beers.   
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6.4 Culture and appropriateness  

As the current market of non-alcoholic beers in Denmark only stands for 1% of the total market, 

no general culture can be argued to exist in regards of the consumption of beers without 

alcohol. This stands as a challenge to overcome if Carlsberg or other breweries wants to 

penetrate the market. As the thesis have shown, opportunities have been found for non-

alcoholic beers amongst Danes in the age of 18-30 and nothing indicates that these results 

should not count for other age groups above 30. However, the age is to be considered as an 

important factor in regards of how openminded each generation might be if presented for non-

alcoholic beers as the idea of a “beer” might be perceived differently by one generation than 

another; can a beer even be a beer without alcohol? As no further studies appears to have 

been made within the last couple of years amongst Danes and their perception of non-

alcoholic beers across the generations, it is difficult to evaluate how older generations at the 

current moment perceives the idea of non-alcoholic beers and whether these are perceived 

differently amongst older groups than the one of 18-30-year-old included in this thesis.  

 

Furthermore, comes the questions; is it found appropriate to consume a non-alcoholic beer 

during daytime? The numbers from the survey results indicates yes and so do the results of 

the interviews too, as the consumption of non-alcoholic beers during daytime is perceived 

more acceptable than consuming alcoholic beers, but there might be a period of adaption and 

some grey zones which needs to be cleared out; Would it be legit to sell 0,0% beers like Royal 

Unibrews non-alcoholic beer for children as it actually contain 0,04% of alcohol? Would it be 

legit for students to buy non-alcoholic beers during daytime as they are “non-alcoholic”? Would 

it be okay at work to drink a non-alcoholic beer?  

 

The cultural aspect and general acceptance of non-alcoholic beers is to be considered as an 

impacting factor as the general acceptance and awareness of non-alcoholic beers everything 

else alike will affect the likelihood of requests for non-alcoholic beers across age groups and 

with time – given a cultural acceptance – the eateries might end up adding non-alcoholic beers 

at the menu card alongside regular beers which is not the case for the current moment.     
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6.5 Advertisement  

As the results of the interview and survey indicates, beer is a good attached to social 

gatherings and a tool for social bonding, but the time of day and activity affects the 

appropriateness of consuming beers with or without alcohol. While alcoholic beers 

seem suitable for everyday evenings or weekends, the non-alcoholic beers basically 

have no limits. Non-alcoholic beers can be consumed alone at home as the absence 

of alcohol reduces the taboo attached to the non-social consumptions, but non-

alcoholic beers can also be consumed in social gatherings independently of the 

choices of others.  

 

The consumption of alcohol appears to be attached with a demand for social approval 

before it can be consumed, while a non-alcoholic beer seems to be free of this need 

for approval. This results in a type of beer, not only free of alcohol but also free for 

social pressure. Non-alcohol beers can basically be consumed when the individual 

wants to enjoy the refreshing taste of a beer; during work, with friends at home or at 

the football field, a dinner with a partner or family, at the Friday bar with colleagues or 

fellow students or simply just for a walk with a friend. 

 

This is the value which future commercials must point out; Consuming a beer is not 

attached to the consumption of alcohol. As mentioned in section 6.4 above, the cultural 

values has to be altered and changed in order for consumers to choose non-alcoholic 

beers either as a supplement or substitute for gatherings or simply as an acceptable 

choice during a moment alone with your thoughts.  
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Chp. 7) Conclusion  
The ambition to sell non-alcoholic beers on the Danish market for 18-30-year-old Danes is 

evaluated to be realistic is based upon the research findings of this project, furthermore 

supported by the current growth rates at 35% shown by breweries like Carlsberg. Being a 

culture, in which beer is commonly accepted and has been part of it for centuries, the market 

expansion strategy by including non-alcoholic beers can be perceived to be “a revival of 

history” as non-alcoholic beers for centuries where common in the Danish culture but for 

reasons more vital for survival than enjoyment. 

 

By gathering results from 144 survey-participants and interviewing seven participants in the 

span of 19-27 years, the results were clear. Based on a mix of quantitative and qualitative 

research methods, this study identified three factors to have in mind and to be included when 

designing the future marketing material.  

 

Consumption factors 

The arena and underlying 

norms 

The individual and private 

concerns 

The social group and social 

acceptance 

Table 8 - Consumption factors. 

 

Consumption factors:  

The arena in terms of the physical place and the underlying norms and values attached to the 

specific place determines the appropriateness for alcohol consumption. This where shown by 

comparing five arenas; the cinema, at home, a restaurant (lunch and dinner) and finally the 

pub and Friday bar. It stands clear that consuming beer - with as well as without alcohol - 

alone at home or at the cinema is not found to be appropriate amongst the participants, while 

the opposite is the case when it comes to the pub and Friday bar as these arenas are attached 

with a social acceptance for the consumption of beers. The restaurant where a mix as the time 

of day appeared to have an impact as few found it appropriate to consume alcohol during 

daytime but none had any problem if the time changed from day to evening. In both occasions, 

the social norm of acceptance where the determining factor; At daytime, the prime concern 

can be phrased as; If I drink during the day - what would other say/think about me? How can 

it affect my ability to act during the rest of the day? During the evenings, the prime concern 

where whether or not the current participant had to drive home.  

The social group also turned out to have an determining effect; if the participant where together 

with a social group - family, colleagues and friends in that increasing order of likelihood - the 
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willingness to consume alcohol during daytime increased if the group members also where in 

the mood for alcohol. Given a sudden degree of social acceptance and depending on the 

individuals private values in terms of appropriateness, the individual altered its choice and 

behavior in order to partly a) feel more as a part of the group and b) increase the enjoyment 

of the group in terms of social consumption.  

 

Non-alcoholic beer as a substitute or supplement 

Based on this study, non-alcoholic beers are not perceived to work as a full substitute for 

regular beers as they differ in terms of taste, impact on social behavior due to the intoxication 

and social value generated across the combination of the three elements as mentioned and 

these have to be taking into consideration when answering “How can Carlsberg adapt its future 

campaigns to make its non-alcoholic beers popular amongst the Danes in the age of 18-30?”. 

 

For some occasions, non-alcoholic beers appear to be perceived as a more appropriate choice 

than regular beer; a warm summer day alone after school or work, a lunch with the social 

groups during day time or if one must drive home after a family dinner. Furthermore, non-

alcoholic beer might work as a substitute to take a break from or avoid alcohol for the rest of 

the evening if one is out with friends, as the choice of consumption is attached with a sudden 

amount of social value depending on the social group.  

 

Carlsberg should seek to advertise the freedom attached to a non-alcoholic beer; you do not 

have to give up your day if you want the taste of a beer. These can be enjoyed independently 

of the situation and time of day as the absence or low amount of alcohol keeps the dull effect 

away. Furthermore comes the nutrition values in non-alcoholic beers needed after workout or 

football with friends, in which the non-alcoholic beers are being more suitable than regular 

beers for the “third half time” and not to mention the flexibility of non-alcoholic beers; you can 

enjoy a beer and still be able to drive, do your work and enjoy your freedom and socialize.   

 

These are elements, which Carlsberg and other breweries should have in mind when altering 

the future campaigns for non-alcoholic beers, as the non-alcoholic beers can be suitable as 

supplement to as well as substitute for regular beers depending on the occasion.  
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